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ABSTRACT 

This sociolinguistic survey of the Setaman [stm] language area was 
conducted from 18–23 July 2009. The goals of this survey were to determine 
whether Setaman is a dialect of Faiwol, a dialect of Bimin, or a separate 
language; to determine whether or not speakers of Setaman can be adequately 
served through Faiwol or Bimin literature; and to evaluate the vitality of the 
Setaman language.  

The survey concluded that Setaman is a separate language from Bimin 
and Faiwol, and Setaman speakers cannot be adequately served by either 
Bimin or Faiwol literature. The ethnolinguistic vitality of the Setaman 
language is currently very high, as it is the primary language used by people of 
all ages in most situations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Previous research indicates that the Setaman language is similar to both the Faiwol and 
Bimin languages, and may in fact be a dialect of one of those languages. Language 
development work has already taken place in both the Faiwol and Bimin language areas, but 
not in the Setaman language area. 

The survey team wishes to express their deep appreciation for the kind assistance and 
hospitality of the people in Selbang, Dimtikin, Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin villages, 
without which this survey would not have been possible. 

1.1 Language Location 

The Setaman language area is located on the northern border of Western Province, at the 
head of the Murray River, occupying approximately thirty square kilometres. Map 1.1 shows 
the location of Setaman within Papua New Guinea. 

Map 1.1. Setaman language area 

 

The survey team visited five villages: the three villages of the Setaman language area 
(Seltamin,1 Ngisokabip2 and Baktamin), one Faiwol village (Selbang) and one Bimin village 
(Dimtikin). All the villages visited on the survey are shown on Map 1.2 along with trails used 
by the survey team, major rivers in the area, and local schools, airstrips and aid posts. 

                                                 
1 Also called Birigabip, Setaman or Seltaman; formerly called Mamukabip 
2 Formerly called Woktembip 
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The language boundaries shown on Map 1.2, Map 1.3 and Map 3.2 have been drawn by 
encircling known villages within each language area. It was not the goal of the survey team to 
be able to identify the precise geographical boundary between dialects, nor should any 
resulting maps be considered an indication of land ownership by the speakers of the language 
or dialect. 

Map 1.2. Setaman area villages 
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  Map 1.3 shows the Setaman area and nearby Faiwol and Bimin villages that are 
mentioned in this report.3 

Map 1.3. Setaman villages and wider area 

 

1.2 Previous Research 

Alan Healey, who spent years working north of Setaman in the Telefol language, writes 
that people living in the Setaman language area “speak a language distinct from both Faiwol 
and Bimin” (Healey n.d.:41). However, Healey goes on to say that “more research is 
necessary to confirm the status of Setaman as a separate language” (p. 42). C. L. Voorhoeve 
(1975:387) agrees with the latter statement, saying that Setaman’s “status as a separate 
language has yet to be confirmed.” 

Fredrik Barth, an anthropologist who lived in Baktamin for eleven months in 1968, sees 
the area as a dialect chain “in which Faiwol is the name of the dialect spoken by the group 
close to the Fly River” (Barth 1971:173–174). He also refers to the entire chain as “Faiwol” 
and says that “each dialect is readily intelligible by speakers of the neighboring dialect, but 
comprehension fails between speakers of dialects on two or three removes from each other” 
p. 174). Barth’s Faiwol dialects include Enkaiakmin (Mecklenburg’s Angkaiyak), Seltamin, 
Baktamin, Awonklamin, Kwermin and Augobmin (p. 172).  

In 1990, Thomas and Christiane Weber, along with Frank Madden, surveyed the Bimin 
language area and they mentioned Setaman as “[a]nother possible language or dialect” that 

                                                 
3 Amforobip, Yagamkayak/Wabil, Kwermin, and Kasakten villages are all mentioned in this report, but they are 
not shown on Map 1.3 because their locations are unknown. 
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“is very likely a language/dialect chain linking Bimin with Faiwol” (Weber, Weber and 
Madden 1990:4). 

See Section 3.1 for previous research about Setaman language boundaries and Appendix 
A for previous linguistic research about languages in the Ok grouping. 

1.3 Language Name and Classification 

The Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) classifies Setaman as Trans-New Guinea, Ok-Awyu, Ok, 
Mountain. Other languages in the Mountain sub-group, as listed by the Ethnologue, are 
Bimin [bhl], Faiwol [fai], Mian [mpt], Nakai [nkj], Ngalum [szb], Suganga [sug], Telefol 
[tlf], Tifal [tif] and Urapmin [urm]. Malcolm Ross (2005) has suggested an alternage 
classification of: Trans-New Guinea, Ok, Mountain. He identifies Bimin [bhl], Faiwol [fai], 
Mian [mpt], Suganga [sug], Telefol [tlf], Tifal [tif] and Urapmin [urm] as the other languages 
in the Mountain sub-group. 

These classifications are part of a recent reorganisation of the Trans-New Guinea 
grouping. Previously, the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005:624) classified Setaman as Trans-New 
Guinea, Main Section, Central and Western, Central and South New Guinea-Kutubuan, 
Central and South New Guinea, Ok, Mountain. 

The names Setaman and Seltamin seem to be used interchangeably for the name of the 
language that includes Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin villages. Because Setaman is the 
name currently used in the Ethnologue and there are not sufficient grounds for changing it to 
Seltamin, the name Setaman will be used throughout this report. In Seltamin village, some 
older men reported that Setaman is the name of a place, while Seltamin is the name of the 
language. It may be that Setaman is the traditional name, and that Seltamin4 is currently being 
used more because of a real or desired connection with the “Min tribe,” including larger 
groups such as Faiwol, Bimin and Telefomin. People in Baktamin reported that the name of 
their language was Baktamin, reflecting their village name, but also identified with the rest of 
the Setaman area. 

1.4 Population 

The following table shows the population of the villages in which Setaman is spoken, as 
given by the 2000 National Census (National Statistical Office 2002a). The census point for 
Seltamin probably includes both Seltamin and Ngisokabip villages. 

Table 1.1. Setaman village populations 

Province District LLG Ward Village Households
2000 

Population 

2009 
Projected 

Population 

Seltamin 27 154 206 
Western 

North 
Fly 

Olsobip 
Rural 

Seltamin 
Baktamin 27 131 175 

     TOTAL 54 285 381 

According to the census (National Statistical Office 2002b), the average annual growth 
rate for Western Province between 1980 and 2000 was 3.3%. Applying this growth rate to the 
2000 population of 285 yields a projected population of 381 in 2009. 

During the survey, people in Seltamin estimated the total population of the three Setaman 
villages to be 500. People in Baktamin quoted the current population of their village at 287. 

                                                 
4 Or Setamin, with the traditionally used –man suffix changed to –min 
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1.5 Goals 

The goals of this survey were: 

a) to determine whether Setaman is a dialect of Faiwol, a dialect of Bimin, or a separate 
language, 

b) to determine whether or not speakers of Setaman can be adequately served through 
Faiwol or Bimin literature, and 

c) to evaluate the vitality of the Setaman language. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Tools 

Language and dialect boundaries were determined based on previous research, reported 
language and dialect boundaries, comprehension testing and lexicostatistic data. The 
extensibility of Bimin and Faiwol literature was explored by exposing people to literature in 
these languages and testing their comprehension. Language vitality was evaluated by 
conducting group and individual interviews and observing language use within Setaman 
communities. 

Group interviews regarding language use were conducted in each of the three Setaman 
villages, and information collected during these interviews addresses both language vitality 
and language and dialect boundaries. These interviews were guided by the standard SIL PNG 
Language Use Questionnaire. When possible, the interviewer made an effort to gain the 
opinions of both males and females from varying age categories: young, middle-aged and 
older. 

The standard SIL PNG wordlist (1999 revision) consisting of 170 words and 20 phrases 
was elicited in each village visited. The wordlists elicited on the survey were compared with 
three previously elicited Bimin wordlists and one previously elicited Faiwol wordlist using 
the lexicostatistic comparison method described by Blair (1990:30–33). This comparison was 
used along with other data to determine language and dialect boundaries.5 

In order to determine whether speakers of Setaman can use literature in the Bimin or 
Faiwol languages, two selections from literature in the Bimin language were read in each 
village by Thomas Weber, a fluent Bimin speaker. Respondents were then asked questions 
related to the content of what they had heard. In the Faiwol village of Selbang, a Faiwol 
speaker was recorded reading two selections from literature in the Faiwol language. These 
recordings were played for Setaman speakers, who were then asked questions about the 
passages they had heard. 

Group interviews regarding immigration, emigration and cultural practices were 
completed in every village. Individual interviews with school workers and church leaders 
yielded information regarding language use and attitudes within schools and churches. All of 
these interviews were guided by standard SIL PNG questionnaires, with the goal of assessing 
language vitality. 

In every village, members of the survey team observed which languages were being 
spoken, by whom and to whom, and recorded these observations. Language use observations 
gave valuable insights into language vitality. 

                                                 
5 See section 3.4.1 for more information on the methodology of the lexicostatistic comparison. 
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2.2 Sampling 

The survey team visited every village where the Setaman language was reported to be 
spoken, as well as Selbang village, because of its proximity to other reported Setaman 
villages. For group interviews, respondents were chosen based on their availability. Everyone 
who was in the village at the time was invited to participate, in an effort to gain the opinions 
of all demographic groups. For individual interviews, respondents were chosen based on their 
position in the school or church. Headmasters and pastors were interviewed when possible, 
or, if they were not available, someone else in a position of leadership was chosen. 
Spokespeople for the wordlists were chosen by the community, but were required to have 
been born and raised in the village under consideration. Data collection was completed by 
Bonnie MacKenzie, Juliann Spencer, Sara Van Cott and Thomas Weber. 

2.3 Critique 

The group and individual interviews and wordlist collection went as expected. However, 
there was some inconsistency with the literature extensibility testing. In order to test the 
extent to which Setaman speakers can understand literature in the Bimin and Faiwol 
languages, Setaman speakers were exposed to literature in these languages and then asked 
questions related to the content. The Bimin literature was read in each village by a Bimin 
speaker, but the Faiwol literature was recorded in a Faiwol village and played back in the 
Setaman villages. Due to this variable, it is not possible to accurately compare Setaman 
speakers’ comprehension of Bimin with their comprehension of Faiwol. Also, the man who 
was recorded reading Faiwol read very slowly and haltingly, which may have hindered 
people’s comprehension of that recording. 

3. LANGUAGE AND DIALECT BOUNDARIES 

Previous research suggests that the Setaman language may be spoken in Dimtikin, 
Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin villages. The survey team visited all four of these 
villages, in addition to Selbang and concluded that the Setaman language is spoken in 
Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin, but Selbang is part of the Faiwol language area and 
Dimtikin is part of the Bimin language area. 

Recognising that there are numerous factors, both linguistic and social, which may affect 
how one defines a language or dialect, the survey team sought to establish these boundaries in 
the Setaman area on the basis of previous research, reported language and dialect boundaries, 
comprehension testing and lexicostatistic data. These areas were examined with the use of 
library research: SIL Language Use Questionnaires to learn about language attitudes, reported 
comprehension and identification; comprehension testing and the SIL PNG standard 190-item 
wordlist. 

3.1 Previous Research 

Language development work has taken place in both Faiwol and Bimin. Frank and 
Charlotte Mecklenburg spent many years living and working in the Faiwol area, as did 
Thomas and Christiane Weber in the Bimin area. Both Frank Mecklenburg and the Webers 
produced papers describing the linguistic and sociolinguistic situation of the areas where they 
lived, and their work includes research about the survey area. Mecklenburg suggests that 
Selbang, Dimtikin, Seltamin and Baktamin are all part of the Faiwol language area, while 
Weber, Weber and Madden place Dimtikin, Seltamin and Baktamin within the Bimin 
language area, noting that Seltamin and Baktamin may in fact be part of Faiwol instead. 
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Mecklenburg includes Seltamin and Baktamin as part of a sub-group of Angkaiyakmin, 
the eastern dialect of Faiwol.6 He lists Selbang as a part of the other sub-group of 
Angkaiyakmin (1980:4). While Mecklenburg does not use the name Dimtikin in his lists or 
on his map, he includes it on his map under its alternate name of Awon Kalinmin7 as part of 
his eastern dialect of Faiwol, presumably in the same sub-group as Seltamin and Baktamin 
because of its location. 

Table 3.1. Faiwol dialects according to Mecklenburg (1980) 

Western dialect - 
Wopkeimin 

Central dialect - 
Faiwol 

Eastern dialect - 
Angkaiyakmin 

Subgroup 1 

Eastern dialect - 
Angkaiyakmin 

Subgroup 2 

Migalsimbip 
Bultem 

Wangbin 
Kavodabip 

Gigabip 
Kawet tikin 

Golgobip 
Imigabip 
Kungabip 

Loubip 
Bolang kong 

Darabik 
Selbang 

Abolgubip 
Biangabip 
Duminak 

Kaiangabip 
Madon tikin 
Sagomgubip 
Sewet tikin 

Seltamin 
Sarip tikin 
Kuwermin 
Fakobip 

Baktamin 

 

                                                 
6 He also includes Kwermin and Fagobip, now known to be part of Bimin, in this grouping. See Table 3.1 for a 
complete list of villages included in each of Mecklenburg’s dialects of Faiwol. 
7 Both the wordlist spokesman and pastor in Dimtikin said the name of their language is Awon Kalim. The 
suffix –min is a fairly common and optional addition to some place names in the area. It is related to the fact that 
the people are part of the Min tribe. 
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Map 3.1. Faiwol dialects according to Mecklenburg (1980) 

 

According to Mecklenburg (1980:2–3), speakers of the eastern dialect of Faiwol have 
purchased books written with an orthography developed in the central dialect. This suggests 
that people living within the survey area may be able to understand Faiwol literature. 

Weber, Weber and Madden (1990:6) list Dimtikin as a Bimin village under the 
Kasanamin village grouping.8 They also list Seltamin9 and Baktaman as part of the 
Kasanamin grouping, noting that further evaluation may determine that Seltamin and 
Baktamin are part of the Faiwol language (pp. 5–6). Table 3.2 shows Weber, Weber and 
Madden’s list of Bimin villages, by village group names. 

                                                 
8 According to Weber, Weber and Madden, Baptists in the Bimin area often refer to larger village groupings 
rather than villages (1990). 
9 Spelled ‘Setaman’ by Weber, Weber and Madden. 
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Table 3.2. Bimin villages, by group name (Weber, Weber and Madden 1990) 

Kuskusmin Bim (in) Kasanamin Kwerman Aukobin 

Tum 
Sanapken 

Tengistekin 

Agaru 
Gapka 
Sumten 

(=Masangem)
Arimari 

Fagobib 
Bilowe 

Gurgarame (+Aiel, 
Karika) 

Baktaman 
Setaman 
Dimgen 

Waniabil 
Tukitabin 
Sengen 

Sariptikin 
Minam 

Kwenganim 

 

Some research has also been done about the linguistic relationship between Bimin, 
Faiwol and Setaman. Healey (n.d.) provides a chart of cognate percentages, as shown in 
Figure 3.1. Based on Healey’s percentages, the average percentage of shared cognates 
between Faiwol and Setaman is 76.7%, the average between Bimin and Setaman is 67.5%, 
and the average between Faiwol and Bimin is 67.2%. 

 
Faiwol 

(Imdalmin) 
       

86 Faiwol 
(Gipman) 

      

81 84 Faiwol 
(Faiwolmin)

     

74 84 88 
Faiwol 

(Angkaiyak-
min) 

    

76 82 84 90 Faiwol 
(Wokfiakmin)

   

66 73 78 84 82 Setaman   

64 64 68 70 70 69 
Bimin 
(Bimin 
clan) 

 

60 69 69 69 69 66 89 
Bimin 

(Kuskusmin 
clan) 

Figure 3.1. Percent of cognates (Healey n.d.). 

 

There is no previous research available about Ngisokabip village. Previous research may 
include Ngisokabip under Seltamin since the villages are so close to each other and share a 
common identity.  

Table 3.3 summarises previous research regarding Selbang, Dimtikin, Seltamin and 
Baktamin from Mecklenburg (1980), Weber, Weber and Madden (1990) and Healey (n.d.). 
While Selbang has been clearly identified as a Faiwol village, the linguistic identities of 
Dimtikin, Seltamin and Baktamin have been in question, as they have all been tentatively 
identified as belonging to both Faiwol and Bimin. 
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Table 3.3. Summary of previous research 

 Selbang Dimtikin Seltamin Baktamin 

Mecklenburg 
(1980) 

Faiwol, Eastern 
dialect Angkaiyak 

(subgroup 1) 

Faiwol, Eastern 
dialect Angkaiyak 

(subgroup 2) 

Faiwol, Eastern 
dialect Angkaiyak 

(subgroup 2) 

Faiwol, Eastern 
dialect Angkaiyak 

(subgroup 2) 

Weber, Weber 
and Madden 

(1990) 
- 

Bimin, Kasanamin 
grouping 

Bimin, Kasanamin 
grouping 

Bimin, Kasanamin 
grouping 

Healey (n.d.) - - 
More shared cognates with Faiwol than 

with Bimin 

Previous research regarding language and dialect boundaries is inconclusive, since some 
research suggests that Dimtikin, Seltamin and Baktamin are Faiwol villages, while other 
research places them within the Bimin language area. 

3.2 Reported Language and Dialect Boundaries 

Based on reports from people living in the Setaman, Faiwol and Bimin language areas, 
Setaman is spoken in Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin, while Faiwol is spoken in Selbang 
and Bimin is spoken in Dimtikin. Residents of Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin did not 
report any dialectal variation between the three villages. 

People in Selbang reported that the name of their language is Angkaiyak and that they are 
a part of the Faiwol language. Other villages that reportedly speak Angkaiyak exactly like 
them are Bolobip, Kamfurabip and Biangabip, all of which are Faiwol villages. When 
presented with a list of other villages in the area and asked if they were the same or different, 
people in Selbang reported that those from Dumonak, Swetigin and Serebip (which are also 
Faiwol villages) also speak exactly as they do. 

In Dimtikin, people reported that the name of their language is Antrim and that they are 
part of the Bimin language. They reported that Fagobip, Kwermin, Seltamin and Kasakten are 
also part of the Antrim language group. When presented with a list of other villages in the 
area and asked if they were the same or different, they said Baktamin and Bilai speak the 
same as they do. 

People in Seltamin reported that they speak the Setaman language. They listed 
Ngisokabip and Baktamin as places where people speak exactly as they do, and included 
these two along with Kwermin, Dimtikin, Selbang, Bolobip, Biangabip, Golgobip, Olsobip, 
Amforobip and Yagamkayak/Wabil as villages that are a part of their language group. They 
commented that these villages are all part of the Faiwol tribe. Respondents in Seltamin also 
said that people in Dimtikin speak the Bimin language and people in Selbang speak the 
Selbang language. 

In Ngisokabip, respondents indicated that they speak the Setaman language. They also 
included Seltamin and Baktamin as a part of this language. 

Respondents in Baktamin reported that the name of their language is Baktamin. When 
asked which other villages are part of their language group, they listed Seltamin as the only 
other village. Since Ngisokabip village is sometimes included under the name ‘Seltamin’ as 
in the 2000 National Census, Ngisokabip was not necessarily being excluded from this 
grouping. 

After the survey, one team member spent two weeks in Wobegan village in the Bimin 
language area and interviewed people there about their language boundaries. The surveyor 
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spoke with people from Wobegan and Sendapken, which is also a Bimin village. All people 
interviewed from both villages10 stated that Dimtikin is a part of the Bimin language. They 
said that they can understand people from Dimtikin and people from Dimtikin can understand 
them, although there are small differences between the two varieties that may or may not be 
understood. For example, in some cases speakers of the two varieties use different lexical 
items, but speakers of both varieties understand both lexical items. The difference was 
explained as being the same as the difference between ‘die’ and ‘perish’ in English. People 
reported that Wobegan and Sendapken are part of the Bim weng dialect, while Dimtikin is 
part of the Nimtew weng dialect. 

Respondents in Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin all agreed that those three villages 
belong to the same dialect. No variations were mentioned between the three villages. 

Reported language boundaries contribute to the overall picture of language boundaries in 
the area. People in Selbang reported that they are part of the Faiwol language and people in 
Dimtikin reported that they are part of the Bimin language. Bimin speakers from Wobegan 
and Sendapken also reported that Dimtikin is part of Bimin. People in Seltamin, Ngisokabip 
and Baktamin all claimed to speak the same language—a language distinct from both Bimin 
and Faiwol. 

3.3 Boundaries Suggested by Literature Extensibility Testing 

Results of the literature extensibility testing provide data useful for determing language 
boundaries. See sections 2.1 and 2.4 for more details about the method and results of the 
literature extensibility testing done during the survey. 

People in Selbang understood the Faiwol literature well and only understood some of the 
Bimin text, which suggests that Selbang is part of the Faiwol language. In Dimtikin, people 
understood the Bimin text well and did not understand the Faiwol text at all, which suggests 
that Dimtikin is part of the Bimin language. People in Seltamin and Baktamin did not 
understand either the Faiwol or the Bimin passages well, understanding some small details 
but not comprehending the overall meaning of the texts. This suggests that Seltamin and 
Baktamin are not part of either Bimin or Faiwol but are part of a separate language. 

3.4 Lexicostatistic Comparison 

Based on lexicostatistic comparisons, the varieties spoken in Seltamin and Ngisokabip are 
nearly identical, and the variety spoken in Baktamin is very similar (86%) to the 
Seltamin/Ngisokabip variety. Dimtikin is more similar to Seltamin/Ngiosgabip and Baktamin 
than it is to the Bimin or Faiwol villages in the comparison. Selbang shares about the same 
degree of lexical similarity with Seltamin/Ngisokabip and Baktamin as it does with Lowbip, a 
Faiwol village. 

3.4.1 Methodology 

The standard SIL PNG wordlist (1999 revision), which consists of 170 words and 20 
phrases, was elicited in each village visited. One surveyor elicited the wordlists in Selbang, 
Dimtikin, Seltamin and Ngisokabip, and another surveyor elicited the wordlist in Baktamin. 
The primary respondent in each village was from that village, had not lived in any other area 
for an extended period of time, and was born to parents who were both from that village. 

                                                 
10 Four individual men (two from Wobegan and two from Sendapken), two individual women (both from 
Wobegan), and a group of women (from Wobegan) 
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The 170 individual words on the wordlists were compared using the WORDSURV 
computer programme to determine lexical similarity with each other and also with three 
Bimin wordlists and one Faiwol wordlist.11 Where they could be identified, only the root 
words were compared. Words were considered to be lexically similar if they met the criteria 
described in Survey on a Shoestring (Blair 1990:31–33),12 but some exceptions to Blair’s 
standard were made at the discretion of the surveyor. See Table 3 in appendix C for a list of 
the exceptions that were made. 

Sixteen items were not used in any comparison. Ten of these were excluded because they 
did not provide any new morphemes for comparison. For example, item 110 ‘bark’ was 
excluded because it is made up of two other items (item 108 ‘tree’ and item 8 ‘skin’) that 
were compared separately.13 The other six words that were not used in any comparison were 
excluded because of elicitation problems. For example, when the surveyor tried to elicit item 
89 ‘wet’ using a Tok Pisin phrase that literally means ‘it has water,’14 spokesmen in some 
villages gave the word for ‘wet’ while others gave the word for ‘with water.’ Some items 
were excluded from the comparison for some villages but not for others, so the actual number 
of items compared between villages ranges from 130 to 153. See Table 4, in appendix C for a 
list of excluded words, and Figure 1, also in appendix C, for the number of items from each 
village used in comparions. 

If an item contained two or more words and one of them was compared as part of another 
item, the entire item was not excluded, but the repeated word was excluded. For example, 
item 18 ‘forehead’ was given as [dɑbɑɾ kʰun] in Seltamin village. The word [kʰun] was 
excluded from the comparion because it means ‘bone’ and was compared separately in item 
25 ‘bone.’ Excluding repeated words or segments that were compared elsewhere prevented 
lexical similarity percentages from being skewed by having the same segments compared 
multiple times. These excluded segments are not included in the list of excluded words. 

3.4.2 Lexical Similarity Comparisons and Interpretation 

During the survey, wordlists were elicited in Selbang, Dimtikin, Seltamin, Ngisokabip 
and Baktamin. In Seltamin, respondents reported that people in Ngisokabip speak exactly as 
they do; a wordlist elicited in Ngisokabip confirmed this. Only the Seltamin wordlist is 
shown in Figure 1 (Appendix C) and Figure 2 (Appendix D), however, also represents 
Ngisokabip. The wordlists were compared using the methodology described in section 3.4.1, 
and the resulting lexical similarity percentages are shown in Figure 3.2.  

                                                 
11 The twenty sentences elicited were not compared; they were used for grammar analysis. The Bimin wordlists 
were elicited by Thomas Weber in Fagobip in 1990 and in Akalu and Sengen in 1998. The Faiwol wordlist was 
elicited by Frank Mecklenburg in Lowbip in 1968. 
12 Namely, half of the phones of a word must be identical or very similar, and half of the remaining phones must 
be somewhat similar. 
13 From Birigabip: ‘bark’ is eis kʰɑɾ, ‘tree’ is eis and ‘skin’ is kʰɑɾ 
14 In Tok Pisin, i gat wara 
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Lowbip 
(Faiwol) 

       

65 Selbang       

74 70 Seltamin      

68 66 90 Baktamin     

67 64 81 76 Dimtikin    

52 52 60 61 73 
Fagobip 
(Bimin) 

  

55 52 63 63 72 87 
Sengen 
(Bimin) 

 

49 47 55 56 66 92 84 
Akalu 

(Bimin) 

Figure 3.2. Lexical similarity between villages 

Figure 3.3 shows the average lexical similarity between villages. Average lexical 
similarity was calculated using the average link method, as described by Grimes (1995:69–
71). Numbers in the figure represent average percentages of shared lexical similarity. A 
cophenetic matrix from average link tree percentages is shown in appendix D, with an 
original similarity matrix for comparison. 

 

Figure 3.3. Average lexicostatistic similarity between villages 

According to the lexicostatistic comparisons, Seltamin and Baktamin are quite similar 
(86%) and most likely part of the same language. Dimtikin is also quite similar to Seltamin 
and Baktamin (74.5%) and the percentages indicate that it is more similar to the Setaman 
villages than to the Bimin villages. As expected, the Bimin village wordlists (Fagobip, 
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Sengen and Akalu) show close lexical similarity and confirm that they are part of the same 
language, Bimin. The Faiwol wordlists (Selbang and Lowbip) do not appear to be very 
similar (63%). However this may be at least partially attributed to the fact that the lists were 
elicited by different individuals in different dialects over forty years apart. 

3.5 Conclusions 

Both reported boundaries and literature extensibility testing agree that Selbang is a Faiwol 
village, Dimtikin is a Bimin village, and Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin are Setaman 
villages. However, because the lexicostatistic data do not indicate clear boundaries between 
these three languages, it appears that Faiwol, Setaman and Bimin are part of a language 
chain. The variety spoken in Selbang is lexicostatistically similar at about the same level to 
both Faiwol and Setaman, while Dimtikin is similar to both Setaman and Bimin.  

Table 3.4 shows a summary of language boundary data based on previous research, 
reported boundaries, literature extensibility testing and lexical similarity data.  

Table 3.4. Summary of language boundary data 

 
Previous 
research 

Reported 
boundaries 

Lit. extensibility 
testing 

Lexical similarity 
data 

Selbang Faiwol Faiwol Faiwol 
Faiwol or 
Setaman 

Seltamin Faiwol or Bimin Setaman 
Not Faiwol or 

Bimin 
Setaman 

Ngisokabip same as Seltamin* Setaman not done same as Seltamin 

Baktamin Faiwol or Bimin Setaman 
Not Faiwol or 

Bimin 
Setaman 

Dimtikin Faiwol or Bimin Bimin Bimin Setaman 

*While Ngisokabip village is not mentioned by name in previous research, it is most likely included under the 
area name “Seltamin” or “Setaman.” 

Three of these four data sources (previous research, reported boundaries and literature 
extensibility) indicate that Selbang village is part of the Faiwol language area, while lexical 
similarity data suggest that it is part of Setaman or Faiwol. Previous research by Mecklenburg 
(1980), who worked in the Faiwol language area for many years, places Selbang in subgroup 
2 of the Angkaiyakmin dialect of Faiwol. People in Selbang reported that they speak the 
Faiwol language. Literature extensibility testing done in Selbang shows that people there can 
understand the Faiwol Scriptures well. Lexical similarity data however does not show high 
similarity between Selbang and the Faiwol village of Lowbip. The lexical similarity between 
Selbang and Lowbip is 63%, about the same as the similarity between Selbang and the 
Setaman villages (an average of 64%). The low similarity between the Selbang and Lowbip 
wordlists may be because they were elicited by separate people over forty years apart, and 
because Lowbip is geographically distant from Selbang and in a different Faiwol dialect.15 
The fact that Selbang village is lexicostatistically similar at about the same level to both 
Faiwol and Setaman also suggests that Faiwol and Setaman are part of a language chain. 
Therefore, in spite of the inconclusive lexical similarity data, Selbang is being classified as a 

                                                 
15 Mecklenburg (1980) classifies Lowbip as part of the central dialect of Faiwol and Selbang as part of the 
eastern dialect. See Table 3.1. 
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Faiwol village based on previous research, reported boundaries and literature extensibility 
testing. 

Three of the four data sources in Table 3.4 (reported boundaries, lexical similarity and 
literature extensibility) indicate that Seltamin is part of the Setaman language rather than 
Faiwol or Bimin. Previous research is inconclusive. People in Seltamin reported that they 
speak the Setaman language, and people in Ngisokabip and Baktamin also reported that 
people in Seltamin speak Setaman. Lexical similarity data shows that Seltamin is quite 
similar to Baktamin (86%), while it is not very similar to Lowbip, a Faiwol village (67%), or 
the Bimin villages (average 54%). Literature extensibility testing in Seltamin village showed 
that people there cannot understand Faiwol or Bimin literature, suggesting that they are not 
part of the Faiwol or Bimin languages, but part of a separate language. Although 
Mecklenburg (1980) tentatively classifies Seltamin as part of Faiwol and Weber, Weber and 
Madden (1990) tentatively classify Seltamin as part of Bimin, they all also suggest that 
Setaman may be a separate language. Both Mecklenburg and the Webers supported the 
present survey because they acknowledge that their previous classifications were 
unconfirmed. Therefore, based on reported boundaries, lexical similarity data and literature 
extensibility testing, Seltamin is being classified as part of the Setaman language. 

Reported boundaries and lexical similarity data indicate that Ngisokabip is very similar 
to Seltamin village and is part of the Setaman language; previous research is inconclusive. 
Literature extensibility was not done in Ngisokabip, because of the reported high level of 
similarity between the speech varieties of Ngisokabip and Seltamin. People in Ngisokabip 
reported that they are part of the Setaman language and people in Seltamin village also 
reported that Ngisokabip is part of their language, Setaman. The wordlist elicited in 
Ngisokabip is identical to the Seltamin wordlist for all 170 individual word items. Although 
Ngisokabip is not mentioned by name in previous research, it is most likely included under 
the area name “Seltamin” or “Setaman.” Therefore, previous research indicates that 
Ngisokabip may be part of the Faiwol or Bimin languages, but these tentative classifications 
were made by Mecklenburg and Weber, who both supported the present research. Based on 
reported boundaries and lexical similarity, Ngisokabip is being classified as part of the 
Setaman language.  

Reported boundaries, lexical similarity data and literature extensibility testing indicate 
that Baktamin is part of the Setaman language rather than Faiwol or Bimin, while the data 
provided by previous research is inconclusive. People in Baktamin reported that they speak 
the same language as people in Seltamin (probably including Ngisokabip under that term) 
and people in Seltamin and Ngisokabip reported that they speak the same language as people 
in Baktamin. Lexical similarity data shows that Baktamin and Seltamin/Ngisokabip are very 
similar (90%), while Baktamin is not very similar to the Faiwol village of Lowbip (68%) or 
the Bimin villages (60% average similarity with Akalu, Sengen and Fagobip). In the literature 
extensibility testing, people in Baktamin did not understand either the Faiwol or Bimin 
passages well, indicating that they are not part of the Faiwol or Bimin languages. Previous 
research indicates that Baktamin may be part of either Faiwol or Bimin. Mecklenburg (1980) 
tentatively classifies Baktamin as part of Faiwol, and Weber, Weber and Madden (1990) 
tentatively classify Baktamin as part of Bimin. All these researchers, however, acknowledge 
that Setaman may be a separate language and both Mecklenburg and the Webers supported 
the present research because of the tentative nature of their earlier conclusions. Based on 
reported boundaries, lexical similarity and literature extensibility testing, Baktamin is being 
classified as part of the Setaman language.  
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Reported boundaries and literature extensibility testing indicate that Dimtikin is part of 
the Bimin language, while lexical similarity data indicates that Dimtikin is more similar to 
Setaman and previous research is inconclusive. People in Dimtikin reported that they are part 
of Bimin, people from two Bimin villages reported that Dimtikin is part of their language, 
and people from Baktamin also reported that people in Dimtikin speak Bimin. Literature 
extensibility testing in Dimtikin showed that people there understand Bimin well and that 
they do not understand Faiwol, indicating that they are part of the Bimin language. While 
both reported boundaries and literature extensibility testing show that Dimtikin is likely part 
of Bimin, lexical similarity data shows that Dimtikin is more similar to Setaman (average 
78.5%) than Bimin (average 70.3%) or Faiwol (Lowbip, 67%). This is likely due to the fact 
that Setaman and Bimin are part of a language chain, and Dimtikin is the link between those 
two language areas. Previous research is inconclusive, with Mecklenburg (1980) tentatively 
classifying Dimtikin as part of Faiwol, and Weber, Weber and Madden (1990) tentatively 
classifying Dimtikin as part of Bimin. However, the Webers are currently working in the 
Bimin area and treating Dimtikin as part of Bimin, and residents of Dimtikin have obtained 
Bimin literature. Although lexical similarity data shows that Dimtikin is more similar to 
Setaman than Bimin, reported boundaries and literature extensibility testing indicate that 
Dimtikin is part of Bimin. Based on strong sociolinguistic evidence (people in Dimtikin’s 
strong identification with Bimin), comprehension results (people in Dimtikin understand 
Bimin well), and the fact that the Webers and the Bimin translation committee have included 
Dimtikin in the Bimin language development project, Dimtikin is being classified as part of 
the Bimin language. 

Map 3.2 shows language boundaries in the survey area, including the Setaman language 
and parts of Faiwol and Bimin. 

Map 3.2 Setaman language boundaries 
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4. EXTENSIBILITY OF FAIWOL AND BIMIN LITERATURE 

The survey team used passages from Bimin and Faiwol literature to assess the 
comprehension of Bimin and Faiwol in each village visited. See section 2 for more details 
about the methodology used. Because the team did not attempt a quantitative scoring system, 
the following results are qualitative only. Appendix B contains the questions used and the 
answers given in each village. 

4.1 Results 

In Selbang, people answered the questions about both of the Faiwol passages well, 
indicating good comprehension. They did not answer questions concerning the Bimin 
passages as thoroughly or as accurately. They understood most of the main points of the 
narrative, but had more difficulty with the expository text, indicating that some questions 
were too hard to answer. 

Respondents in Dimtikin understood both Bimin passages well. They answered questions 
completely and accurately for both the narrative and expository passages, indicating good 
comprehension. They did not understand any of the Faiwol narrative passage,16 so the 
surveyor did not attempt to test the Faiwol expository text in Dimtikin. 

In Seltamin, respondents did not understand either the Bimin or the Faiwol texts well, 
although they understood some basic ideas in the Faiwol expository text. The Faiwol 
narrative was not tested in Seltamin. Respondents understood some parts of the Bimin 
narrative, but did not understand the basic meaning of the story. They also understood some 
of the Bimin expository text, but did not answer the questions completely or precisely. 

People in Baktamin seemed to comprehend even less of the passages than those in 
Seltamin. They did not follow the main points of the Faiwol story, but only understood and 
remembered one small detail. Because of this, the Faiwol expository text was not tested in 
Baktamin. Respondents’ comprehension of the Bimin passages was similarly poor. They 
understood some of the Bimin narrative, but did not follow the main points of the story or 
understand what it was about. Because of this poor understanding of the narrative text, the 
Bimin expository text was not tested in Baktamin. 

The passages were not tested in Ngisokabip. 

4.2 Conclusions 

Due to the inconsistencies in the methodology (mentioned in section 2.3), resulting data 
cannot be used to make definitive statements regarding the extensibility of currently available 
Faiwol and Bimin literature, or the need for new language development projects. The data do, 
however, confirm the reported language boundaries described in section 3.2. Since Selbang is 
part of the Faiwol language and people in Selbang understood the Faiwol texts well, it seems 
that they may be adequately served by existing Faiwol literature and therefore may not 
require their own language development project. Similarly, since Dimtikin is part of the 
Bimin language and people there appear to understand Bimin well, they may be able to use 
exisiting Bimin literature and be adequately served by the exisiting Bimin language 
development project. 

                                                 
16 Which could partially be because of the poor quality of the reading on the recording 
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However, Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin are part of the Setaman language, which 
has never had a language development project. There is no literature in the Setaman language 
and the Setaman people do not appear to be served by Faiwol or Bimin literature. Based on 
this information, there may be a need for a language development project in the Setaman 
language. 

5. LANGUAGE VITALITY 

Lynn Landweer (2006:213–214) has identified three themes that impact ethno-linguistic 
vitality: opportunity for contact with other language groups, actual language use and 
language attitudes. The data presented in the following three sections, which address these 
three themes, were collected with the goal of assessing language vitality. 

5.1 Opportunity for Contact with Other Languages 

Setaman speakers do have contact with people from other language groups, primarily 
Bimin and Faiwol, but they generally use their own language during the majority of this 
contact. Although they use Tok Pisin in Tabubil (in the Ninggerum language area), they 
generally don’t go there more than a couple times per year, so there are very few situations in 
which they cannot use their own vernacular. The fact that Setaman speakers are able to use 
their own language for the majority of their social interactions is a very positive factor for the 
vitality of the Setaman language. 

Setaman speakers visit people in the Bimin and Faiwol language areas to exchange gifts 
such as bilums, axes, knives, bows and arrows, spears, money, pigs, soap and matches. 
During these interactions, Setaman speakers often use Setaman, and the Bimin and Faiwol 
speakers often reply in their own language. 

People living in the Setaman language area use aid posts in Olsobip, Bolobip and 
Selbang, all of which are in the Faiwol language area. Although they reportedly use Faiwol at 
the aidpost in Olsobip, they use Setaman at the aid posts in Bolobip and Selbang. For more 
serious matters, people may travel to the hospital in Tabubil, where they use Tok Pisin. 

Setaman speakers also interact with speakers of other languages in Tabubil, where men, 
women and children travel once or twice per year to buy supplies such as soap and matches 
and visit relatives living there. The trip takes about four days on foot, and Setaman speakers 
travel through the Faiwol language area on their way, but they use their own language and the 
Faiwol people reply in Faiwol. 

Because of their remote location, Setaman speakers have relatively limited contact with 
speakers of other languages. When they do interact with people from other language areas, 
primarily Bimin and Faiwol, Setaman speakers still use their own language for many of those 
interactions. Contact with other language groups is therefore not a threat to the vitality of the 
Setaman language. 

5.1.1 Immigration and Emigration 

Immigration does not appear to pose a threat to language vitality within the Setaman 
language area, but the high rate of emigration may eventually impact the vitality of the 
Setaman langauge. Although none of the immigrants have learned Setaman, there are only 
seven reported immigrants in the area, and some of their children have learned Setaman. 
There are many emigrants, but many of these emigrants maintain their identity as Setaman 
speakers and continue to use the language when they return to the Setaman area. 
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According to Landweer (1991), immigration is less likely to negatively impact language 
vitality when immigrants are proficient in the local language of their new home and no more 
than 10% of the population is composed of immigrants. Only seven immigrants are reported 
to be living in the Setaman language area, which is less than 2% of the Setaman population, 
and the children of three of those immigrants reportedly speak some Setaman. It was reported 
that all seven immigrants speak their own vernaculars, although two of them speak some Tok 
Pisin as well. 

According to the 2000 National Census (National Statistical Office 2002a), 38.7% of the 
Setaman population is married. Applying this percentage to the projected 2009 population of 
381 indicates that there are currently 148 married people in the area, or 74 marital unions. 
Since only five immigrants have reportedly married into Setaman from outside the area,17 
only about 7% of the marital unions in the area involve someone from outside the language 
area. Cross-linguistic marriages are therefore not a threat to the vitality of the Setaman 
language. 

Emigration is a bit higher, with seventy-four people (37% of the adult population of 
202)18 having reportedly emigrated from the language area.19 Forty-eight of these are men, 
and twenty-three are women.20 The majority of the men have left to work at Ok Tedi mine in 
Tabubil, but the women have all left because they married into another language area or 
because their husbands went to work in Tabubil. Few children of emigrants are reported to 
speak Setaman, but in Seltamin it was reported that the emigrants living in Tabubil come 
back during breaks and use both Setaman and Tok Pisin. People in Ngisokabip and Baktamin 
said that they rarely see emigrants. There is a settlement of Setaman speakers in Tabubil, 
including people from all three Setaman villages as well as the Faiwol village of Selbang. 

Because there are very few immigrants from outside the language area, immigration is 
unlikely to have an impact on the vitality of the Setaman language. There are, however, many 
emigrants from the area, which could potentially lower language vitality in the Setaman area 
even though many emigrants continue to use Setaman when they return to the language area. 

5.1.2 Transportation  

Landweer (2006:174–177) has pointed out that the language vitality of communities with 
easy access to a population centre where they are likely to mix with speakers of other 
languages on a regular basis is at greater risk than the vitality of communites with less access 
to large population centres. The fact that Setaman speakers do not have easy access to a large 
population centre is a positive factor for the vitality of the Setaman language. 

5.1.2.1 Roads and Availability of Transportation  

Within the Setaman language area, there are no drivable roads and it requires at least two 
full days of walking, but usually four, to get to a road or to Tabubil, the nearest town. People 
in Ngisokabip reported that when they travel to Tabubil they walk for two days and then take 
a motor canoe to Kiunga, where they can find a bus going to Tabubil for five kina, but in the 
other two villages people said that they simply walk for four days to get to Tabubil. 

                                                 
17 The remaining two immigrants are married to each other and moved to Birigabip to work in the church there. 
18 According to the 2000 National Census, 53% of the Setaman population is aged fifteen or over, yielding an 
estimated adult population of 202. 
19 Based on the 2009 extrapolated population of 381 
20 No gender was mentioned for the remaining three emigrants. 
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There are functional airstrips in Seltamin and in the Faiwol village of Selbang. People in 
the area have occasionally flown to Tabubil, which reportedly costs around 250 kina. 

5.1.2.2 Water Routes and Transport Systems 

Water transport is not used within the Setaman area, although people in Ngisokabip 
reported that when they travel to Tabubil they walk for two days to catch a motor canoe in 
Swetikin. The boat fare from Swetikin to Kiunga is 50 kina. 

5.1.2.3 Trails  

The survey team observed trails between Dimtikin (in the Bimin language area), 
Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin. See Map 1.2 for the location of these trails, as marked 
by the survey team with a handheld GPS. 

Because the area is very mountainous and wet, most trails involve steep ascents and 
descents and are extremely muddy. There are also many rivers to cross, either by wading 
across or using a log or vine bridge. People in the area do walk between villages to visit 
relatives and exchange gifts. 

5.1.3 Economics 

According to Landweer (2006:209), language communities that do not need to use a 
second language to meet their perceived economic needs typically have higher language 
vitality than those that are dependent on an economic base outside the language area. Since 
the Setaman people are able to grow plenty of food and have adequate water supplies and 
house building materials within their language area, they do not need to use a second 
language to meet their basic needs. However, their only source of monetary income is Ok 
Tedi mine in Tabubil, where they speak Tok Pisin, and they depend on that income for 
supplies such as clothing, soap, salt and matches. This economic dependence on a second 
language could potentially pose a threat to the vitality of the Setaman language. 

At the time of the survey, thirty-seven men from the Setaman area were reported to be 
working at Ok Tedi mine, and seventeen women were living in Tabubil either to work at the 
mine or because their husbands were working there. Approximately 27% of the adult 
Setaman population (54 of 202)21 has therefore left the area to work at the mine. The income 
generated by these emigrants is the main source of income for most people living in the 
survey area, and interviewees said that it was good to have the mine there because it enabled 
them to buy clothes, matches, soap and other supplies. 

There are no markets in the area, and people do not grow any cash crops. Most people 
buy their supplies in Tabubil, which is a four-day walk from the language area. There has 
been a trade store in the Faiwol village of Selbang since 2008, but at the time of the survey it 
had been out of supplies for several months. There are also trade stores reported in Bimin 
village (Bimin language), Bolobip (Faiwol language) and Telefomin (Telefol language). 

The absence of monetary income within the Setaman language area could be a threat to 
the vitality of the Setaman language. Although Setaman speakers are able to meet their most 
basic needs within their own language area, they depend on income from Ok Tedi mine for 
many supplies, and approximately 27% of the adult population has left the language area to 
work there. 

                                                 
21 According to the 2000 National Census, 53% of the Setaman population is aged fifteen or over, yielding an 
estimated adult population of 202. 
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5.1.4 Summary of Contact with Other Languages 

The Setaman people have limited contact with other language groups. When they do 
interact with speakers of neighboring languages for exchanging gifts or receiving medical 
care at aid posts, they usually speak Setaman and the people they are speaking with 
understand but reply in their own language, which the Setaman people can understand. The 
fact that Setaman speakers use their own language for most interactions, even interactions 
with speakers of other languages, is an indicator of high language vitality. 

Few people immigrate to the Setaman area for any reason, including marriage, resulting 
in few cross-linguistic unions and few speakers of other languages living in the Setaman area. 
There are many emigrants from the Setaman area, but they often continue to use the Setaman 
language when they return. This high rate of emigration may lower the vitality of the 
Setaman language, but immigration is not currently a threat to the vitality of the Setaman 
language. 

Setaman speakers do not have easy access to a population centre where they could mix 
with speakers of other languages. To travel to Tabubil, the nearest town, Setaman people 
must hike for four days or arrange an expensive charter flight. The distance of the Setaman 
area from any large population centre is also an indicator of high vitality for the Setaman 
language. 

Setaman speakers are dependent on those who work at Ok Tedi mine, in Tabubil, for all 
of their monetary income, and approximately 27% of the adult Setaman population is 
currently living in Tabubil. Therefore, although Setaman people are able to meet their most 
basic needs within their own language area, their economic dependence on income from 
Tabubil is a potential threat to the vitality of the Setaman language. 

Contact with other language groups is therefore not currently a threat to the vitality of the 
Setaman language. Setaman speakers use their own language for the majority of their 
interactions with speakers of other languages, and although there are many emigrants, there 
are very few immigrants living within the Setaman language area. 

5.2 Language Use 

Language use is an important factor in determining language vitality. Language use is the 
second of Landweer’s three ethnolinguistic vitality themes, encompassing both domains of 
language use and code switching (Landweer 2006:214–217). The more domains in which the 
language is used and the less code switching that occurs, the stronger the vitality of the 
language is likely to be. 

5.2.1 Children’s Reported Language Use 

Children in all villages visited are reported to learn the vernacular first and speak it as 
their primary language. In Baktamin and Ngisokabip, children reportedly speak only the 
vernacular, while in Seltamin, children are reportedly able to speak Tok Pisin as well and use 
it in some contexts. 

In Seltamin, both boys and girls are reported to understand some Tok Pisin, and boys can 
reportedly speak some Tok Pisin. Children speak primarily the vernacular, but use a little Tok 
Pisin with their siblings or with their parents, if they learned it from their parents. 

Children in Ngisokabip speak only the vernacular. Those above the age of ten are 
reported to also understand Tok Pisin, but not speak it. 
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In Baktamin, children speak only the vernacular and are reported to understand Tok Pisin 
only if they have lived in Tabubil. 

There are only five reported families in which an immigrant is married to a Setaman 
speaker. Only the children of one of these families can reportedly speak any Setaman. 

Children who have lived in Tabubil, the closest town, can speak Tok Pisin fluently. In 
Baktamin, it was reported that children who have lived in Tabubil speak only Tok Pisin when 
they return to the village. Two children, one in Seltamin and one in Ngisokabip, were 
observed speaking primarily Tok Pisin, while other children were speaking primarily 
Setaman. Both of these children had lived in Tabubil, and although they spoke primarily Tok 
Pisin, they also appeared to understand and speak Setaman. 

In Seltamin, children reportedly mix Tok Pisin with Setaman, although people said that 
this happens infrequently and that it is not a good thing. They said that parents should teach 
their children proper Tok Pisin, so that they can speak it well and not mix it with Setaman. 

People in all three villages reported that they want their children to know Setaman well 
and listed Tok Pisin as a language they would like their children to know well; respondents in 
two villages also mentioned English. In all three villages, people anticipate that their children 
will speak both Setaman and Tok Pisin when they are adults. When asked about what 
languages future generations will speak, people in Seltamin and Baktamin responded that 
they expect future generations to speak both Setaman and Tok Pisin, while respondents in 
Ngisokabip said they expect future generations to speak only Setaman. 

In summary, Setaman is clearly the dominant language of children within the Setaman 
language area.22 Children in two villages speak only the vernacular, while children in the 
third village only occasionally speak Tok Pisin. People in all villages think that the 
vernacular will continue to be spoken by future generations. 

5.2.2 Children’s Observed Language Use 

Throughout the Setaman language area, children were mostly observed using the Setaman 
language. With the exception of a few children who have lived in Tabubil, Setaman was used 
in nearly all observed interactions of children speaking and playing with other children, as 
shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Children’s observed language use 

  Seltamin Ngisokabip Baktamin 

To adult 10 7 
Vernacular 

To child 22 7 

To adult 1 0 
Tok Pisin 

To child 5 0 A
ll

 v
er

na
cu

la
r 

 Total Vern. 32 14  

 Total TP 6 0  

The survey team spent more time in Seltamin than in other villages and had a chance to 
record more observations of children’s language use, making thirty-eight observations. Of 

                                                 
22 With the exception of those who have lived in Tabubil 
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these, thirty-two were in the vernacular (ten times to adults and twenty-two times to other 
children) and six were in Tok Pisin (one time to an adult and five times to other children). 
There was at least one boy in Seltamin who had lived in Tabubil, where he learned and used 
Tok Pisin. Many, if not all, of the observations of Tok Pisin in Seltamin were observations of 
this boy’s speech. 

Children in Ngisokabip were only observed speaking Setaman. The survey team made 
seven observations of children speaking to adults and seven of children speaking to other 
children; all observations were in the vernacular. 

The team also observed language use of people from Seltamin and Ngisokabip while 
waiting to be picked up from Seltamin airstrip. A group of two- to three-year old children 
were playing at the airstrip and were observed to be using only Setaman. 

The survey team did not record any specific examples of children’s language use in 
Baktamin, however they did not hear any Tok Pisin used by anyone, except what was 
directed at them. While in Baktamin, the team heard the children speak nothing but Setaman. 

5.2.3 Adults’ Reported Language Use 

People in all three villages reported that adults of all ages speak primarily Setaman in all 
interactions in their daily lives. 

In Seltamin, all adults speak Setaman as their primary language. Young and middle-aged 
men are reported to understand and speak Tok Pisin well and understand and speak a little 
English. Young women can understand some Tok Pisin and speak a little, while middle-aged 
women can understand Tok Pisin well and speak it some. 

In Ngisokabip, all adults speak primarily Setaman. Young men understand Tok Pisin 
well and speak it some. Middle-aged men can also understand Tok Pisin well, but only speak 
it a little. Older men can understand some Tok Pisin and speak it a little. Young women 
understand Tok Pisin well, but do not speak it, while middle-aged women understand it well 
and speak it some. Young men can understand and speak a little English, and middle-aged 
women can understand a little English. 

In Baktamin, all adults speak primarily Setaman. Young and middle-aged men are 
reported to speak Tok Pisin well, while young women are reported to understand it. Middle-
aged women can speak a little Tok Pisin. Middle-aged men are also reported to speak Faiwol. 

The amount of Tok Pisin actually spoken varies slightly within the Setaman language 
area, but no one in any village reported speaking more than a small amount. In Seltamin, 
middle-aged men use a small amount with their siblings and for teaching their children, and 
in Ngisokabip only young men and women use a small amount with their siblings. In 
Baktamin, no group reported using any Tok Pisin. 

In summary, Setaman is clearly the primary language of adults. Although many adults 
can speak some Tok Pisin, they speak Setaman almost exclusively in their daily interactions 
within the village. 

5.2.4 Adults’ Observed Language Use 

Adults throughout the Setaman area were observed to predominantly use Setaman. In two 
of the three villages, adults used some Tok Pisin with children, but it is noteworthy that adults 
were never observed speaking Tok Pisin to other adults. Nearly all of the instances in which 
adults spoke Tok Pisin to children were when the adults were giving simple commands. See 
Table 5.2 for a summary of adult’s observed language use. 
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Table 5.2. Adults’ observed language use 

  Seltamin Ngisokabip Baktamin 

To adult 13 8 
Vernacular 

To child 9 6 

To adult 0 0 
Tok Pisin 

To child 5 3 A
ll

 v
er

na
cu

la
r 

 Total Vern. 22 14  

 Total TP 5 3  

In Seltamin, adults were observed to use Setaman most of the time. The survey team 
recorded twenty-two observations of adults speaking the vernacular, thirteen times to other 
adults and nine times to children. Adults were also observed speaking Tok Pisin to children 
five times. Many, if not all, of these observations were simple commands to children, such as 
“go outside” or “bring it here.” 

Adults in Ngisokabip were also observed to mostly use Setaman. The survey team 
recorded fourteen observations of adults speaking the vernacular, eight times to other adults 
and six times to children. The survey team observed three instances of adults speaking Tok 
Pisin to children. All of these observations were of simple commands: a mother telling a child 
to say “thank you” to a member of the survey team, to come inside, or to stand up. 

The survey team did not record any specific examples of adults’ language use in 
Baktamin, however they did not hear any Tok Pisin used by anyone, except what was 
directed at them. The team heard adults speak nothing but Setaman to each other and to 
children during their stay in Baktamin. 

While waiting to be picked up from the Seltamin airstrip, the survey team observed the 
language use of adults from Seltamin and Ngisokabip. One man yelled at children to stay 
away from the airplane in Tok Pisin (probably so the survey team could understand). Other 
than this warning to children, all conversation between adults and from adults to children was 
in Setaman. 

Setaman was observed to be the primary language used by adults in the area. Whether 
speaking to children or to other adults, adults in all three villages use Setaman in nearly all of 
their interactions. 

5.2.5 Summary of Reported and Observed Language Use 

Both reported data and language use observations show that Setaman is the primary 
language of communication for both children and adults throughout the Setaman language 
area. 

Children were reported to speak primarily Setaman in all villages. In Seltamin, children 
were also reported to know Tok Pisin and to use it in some contexts, while in Baktamin and 
Ngisokabip children were reported to speak only Setaman. These reports were verified by 
observed data. Children in Baktamin and Ngisokabip were only observed speaking Setaman, 
and children in Seltamin were observed speaking mostly Setaman. Although a few 
observations were made of children in Seltamin using Tok Pisin, most if not all of those 
observations involved children who had lived in Tabubil. 
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Adults in all villages reported that they speak primarily Setaman, although some also 
know Tok Pisin. Observed data also verifies these reports. When speaking to other adults, 
adults were only observed speaking Setaman. They occasionally use Tok Pisin when 
speaking to children, but only for giving simple commands such as “sit down” or “come 
here.” 

5.2.6 Domains of Language Use 

The number of domains in which Setaman is used exclusively is a useful indicator of 
ethnolinguistic vitality (Landweer 2006:179). “The greater the number of domains or sub-
domains where the target language is the language of choice, the greater the reinforcement of 
its use and thus maintenance of that language” (p. 181). The vigorous use of Setaman in the 
domains of the home and traditional and social activities indicates high ethnolinguistic 
vitality. 

Setaman is the primary language used in the home and for traditional activities and local 
legal proceedings. Tok Pisin is used alongside Setaman in prayer at home, joking and sports. 
Tok Pisin is used primarily in town and in interactions with outsiders who don’t understand 
the vernacular. 

All three villages reported using primarily Setaman for arguing with their families at 
home, although Baktamin, when prompted, also reported using a small amount of Tok Pisin 
in this domain. All villages reported using only Setaman in the traditional domains of 
organizing wedding and funeral feasts. In both Seltamin and Ngisokabip, when people were 
asked what language they use for local legal proceedings, they responded that they use only 
Setaman. 

All three villages reported using primarily Setaman for praying at home, while Seltamin 
reported that some Tok Pisin is also used. Setaman is the primary language used for joking in 
all three villages; Seltamin and Baktamin also use some Tok Pisin for joking. People in 
Seltamin use equal amounts of Tok Pisin and Setaman when playing sports, while people in 
the other two villages use primarily Setaman and only a small amount of Tok Pisin. 

People from all villages reported using Tok Pisin when they go to Tabubil town. When 
travelling to and from Tabubil, people use Setaman with other people who understand it and 
Tok Pisin with those who do not. The same is true in town, although Setaman people do not 
encounter many people who understand Setaman in their interactions in stores and at the 
market, so they use mainly Tok Pisin. When interacting with Faiwol speakers on the way to 
town, Setaman speakers often use Setaman and the Faiwol speakers often reply in Faiwol. 

When receiving health care, people use either Setaman (at the aidposts in Selbang and 
Bolobip) or Faiwol (at the health centre in Olsobip). Only if they travel to Tabubil Hospital 
do they use Tok Pisin. 

In Setaman area churches, both Setaman and Tok Pisin are used. Only Setaman is used 
for sermons and announcements, while only Tok Pisin is used for the liturgy and Scripture 
reading. Setaman and Tok Pisin are used together for singing and spontaneous prayer. See 
section 5.2.8 for more information about church language use. 

Vigorous use of the Setaman language in the domains of home and traditional activities 
and strong use of Setaman in the domains of prayer at home, joking and sports indicate a 
stable language situation in the survey area. Tok Pisin is mainly used alongside Setaman in 
small amounts, in church and in dealing with outsiders, and does not seem to be a threat to 
the vitality of the Setaman language. 
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5.2.7 Language Use in Schools 

There are no schools within the Setaman language area. Students from the Setaman 
language area can attend school at Selbang Elementary, Selbang Primary, Biangabip 
Community, or Bolobip Primary, all of which are in the Faiwol language area. For high 
school, students can go to Tabubil (in the Ninggerum language area), Kiunga (in the Aekyom 
language area) or Port Moresby. Respondents reported that both Faiwol and Tok Pisin are 
used for instruction at Selbang Elementary and Biangabip Community, while English is used 
at Selbang Primary. Since traveling to the high schools in Tabubil, Kiunga and Port Moresby 
is difficult and expensive, it is unlikely that high school students return to the Setaman 
language area very often or have much opportunity for continued use of Setaman. 

There are only two staff members currently working at the schools in Selbang. The 
teacher at Selbang Elementary and the headmaster at Selbang Primary are both Faiwol 
speakers. 

5.2.8 Language Use in Churches 

Institutional support is a key factor in ethnolinguistic vitality (Giles et al. 1977 and Fasold 
1987:221). In Papua New Guinea, the church is often the primary institution functioning at 
the local level. In order to evaluate language use within churches, the survey team 
interviewed local pastors and lay leaders, asked questions relating to vernacular use in the 
church and attended church services in order to observe language use. 

Setaman is the primary language used in the three churches in the Setaman area,23 
although some Tok Pisin is also used. The Setaman language is used exclusively for sermons 
and announcements and Tok Pisin is used exclusively for liturgy and Scripture reading. Both 
Setaman and Tok Pisin are used for singing and spontaneous prayer. 

For singing, the Seltamin church uses mostly Tok Pisin with a few English and Setaman 
songs, and the Ngisokabip and Baktaman churches use equal amounts of Tok Pisin and 
Setaman for their songs. Church leaders in Seltamin reported that some of the songs they use 
in church have been translated in Kiunga (in the Aekyom language area), but it is unclear 
whether they meant the songs were translated in Kiunga into the Setaman language or 
translated into the Aekyom language. However, church leaders said that they sing the songs 
in their own speech variety. The village coordinator in Ngisokabip has translated some songs 
into the Setaman language. A lay worker and some young people in Baktamin have 
composed songs in Setaman; these songs are used every week in church, along with Faiwol 
and Tok Pisin songs. 

For spontaneous prayer, the Ngisokabip church uses only Setaman, while the Seltamin 
and Baktamin churches both use a mix of Setaman and Tok Pisin. Reported church language 
use in the Setaman area is shown in Table 5.3. 

                                                 
23 Seltamin Catholic Church, Ngisokabip Catholic Church and Baktamin Catholic Church 
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Table 5.3. Reported church language use 

 Liturgy 
Scripture 
Reading 

Singing 
Spont. 
Prayer 

Announce-
ments 

Sermon 

Seltamin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin 
Tok Pisin, a few 

English and 
Setaman 

Tok Pisin 
and 

Setaman 
Setaman Setaman 

Ngisokabip Tok Pisin Tok Pisin 
Tok Pisin and 

Setaman 
Setaman Setaman Setaman 

Baktamin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin 
Tok Pisin and 

Setaman 
Setaman Setaman Setaman 

Three of the four Setaman church leaders interviewed are from the Setaman language 
area and reported using primarily Setaman in their daily interactions in the community 
(outside of church services). The fourth leader is from Selbang village and understands 
Setaman but replies in Faiwol. 

Since the liturgy and Scripture are not available in the Setaman language, Tok Pisin is the 
only option for these portions of the church service. However, Setaman is used in all other 
parts of the church services in all three villages, and only Setaman is used for the sermon and 
announcements. 

5.2.9 Bilingualism with Other Vernaculars 

Adults in the survey area are passively bilingual in the neighbouring Bimin and Faiwol 
languages. People reported that they speak the Setaman langauge to Bimin and Faiwol 
speakers, who understand and reply in their own languages. Some older people have learned 
Bimin and Faiwol through contact and are actively bilingual in those languages. 

It was reported that children from Seltamin who attend school in Selbang can understand 
the Faiwol language spoken there and can learn to speak it if they attend school there for an 
extended period of time. This suggests that inherent intelligibility may contribute to the 
passive bilingualism of the people in the survey area. 

Respondents in Seltamin reported that people from Faiwol villages (including Biangabip 
and Bolobip) and Bimin villages (including Dimtikin and Fagobip) understand Setaman. 
People in Baktamin, however, reported that outsiders do not learn their language. 

Most adults in the survey area are passively bilingual in two or more neighbouring 
languages. However, this does not seem to have an impact on Setaman language vitality since 
there is little active bilingualism, and reported and observed language use data indicate that 
other vernaculars are not spoken at the expense of the Setaman language. 

5.2.10 Code Switching 

The survey team observed some instances of Tok Pisin words in strings of vernacular 
speech. It is not clear, however, whether these are instances of code switching or borrowing. 
All instances observed were single Tok Pisin words substituted for Setaman words in 
informal speech. Many instances, such as bisket (biscuit), waitmeri (Caucasian woman), 
balus (airplane), sikispela (six) and balun (balloon), are likely borrowings rather than code 
switches because they are items or ideas for which there is not likely to be a Setaman word. 

Code switching, particularly when it is unbounded and does not accompany a change in 
topic, setting or participants, is often a sign of low language vitality (Landweer 2006:191). 
Since code switching was observed very infrequently, if at all, in the survey area, it is 
unlikely to have a negative impact on the vitality of the Setaman language. 
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5.2.11 Summary of Language Use 

Setaman is the primary language used by people of all ages in most interactions within 
the Setaman language area. This vigorous use of the Setaman language is an indicator of high 
language vitality. 

Reported and observed language use data show that both children and adults use 
primarily Setaman in all of their interactions with each other. Setaman is the primary 
language used in all domains, except for domains involving outsiders, in which Tok Pisin is 
used. 

Apart from reading the liturgy or Scripture, which are not available in the Setaman 
language, Setaman is the primary language used in church services throughout the Setaman 
language area. Since there are no schools in the Setaman area, children who attend school go 
outside of the language area and are taught in Faiwol, Tok Pisin or English. 

Many Setaman adults are passively bilingual in two or more neighboring languages, but 
as their bilingualism is passive only, this does not seem to have an affect on their use of their 
own vernacular. Very little code switching was observed in the Setaman language area, 
which also indicates positive vitality for the Setaman language. 

To assess ethnolinguistic vitality as related to language use, Landweer (2006:181) asks 
“Is there sufficient use of the language?” The answer for Setaman is a resounding yes! 

5.3 Language Attitudes 

Landweer’s third theme of ethnolinguistic vitality, language attitudes, deals with the 
prestige attributed to a language both by speakers of the language and by outsiders, as well as 
the extent to which a language community is distinguished from the language groups around 
it (Landweer 2006:214, 217–218). Language attitudes shape the perceptions of prestige 
“among other neighboring and regional languages” and the “relative prestige of the language 
within the linguistic repertoire of the speech community” (p. 206). The more positive the 
language attitudes of both insiders and outsiders are, the higher the prestige they will 
associate with that language, and “the greater the prestige a linguistic code enjoys, the more 
likely it will continue to be taught, learned and spoken” (p. 206). 

5.3.1 As Reported by Residents 

The Setaman people have a positive attitude toward their language and believe it will 
continue to be spoken by future generations. In each village, people reported that they want 
their children to learn the Setaman language first and know it well. Respondents in all 
villages also reported that they would like their children to know Tok Pisin and in Seltamin 
and Ngisokabip, people added that they would like their children to know English. In all three 
villages, people reported that they think their children will use both Setaman and Tok Pisin 
when they are adults. When asked what language they think their grandchildren will speak to 
their children, respondents in Seltamin and Baktamin responded that their grandchildren will 
speak both Setaman and Tok Pisin to their children, but respondents in Ngisokabip think their 
grandchildren will only speak Setaman to their children. People in each village also reported 
that their preferred language for hearing stories is Setaman, indicating that they do not have a 
negative perception of their language. 

5.3.2 As Reported by Church Leaders 

All three Setaman church leaders interviewed indicated that they use primarily Setaman 
in their daily interactions outside of church services. They also said that they use only 
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Setaman for preaching and giving announcements in church. Setaman church leaders’ 
vigorous use of the vernacular indicates that they have a positive attitude towards their 
language. 

5.3.3 As Inferred from Behaviour 

The Setaman language is the primary language used in all interactions among people of 
all ages within Setaman communities, as described in sections 0 through 0. The intense use of 
Setaman indicates that people do not have any negative perceptions of their language. 

5.3.4 Group Identity 

Language vitality tends to be higher in communities with a strong internal cultural 
identity (Landweer 2006:200–201). According to Fasold (1987:240), “[a] prevalent tendency 
to maintain a distinction between ‘us’ and ‘them’, that is, the ingroup and a particular 
outgroup, is one sign that shift is not in progress.” The culture of the Setaman people is 
clearly distinct from urban Papua New Guinean culture, and the Setaman people also appear 
to identify themselves as a group distinct from the language groups around them, based 
primarily on their language and clan divisions. 

There is very little influence from urban culture in the Setaman language area. People 
have some western tools, salt and soap, and Ngisokabip and Seltamin share a two-way 
radio,24 but most houses are built entirely of traditional materials, except for a few nails. 
Outside supplies are very difficult to obtain, as it takes about four days to walk to the nearest 
town or road. 

Language is the primary feature that distinguishes the Setaman people from those around 
them. When interacting with speakers of other languages, Setaman people still use the 
Setaman language, which indicates a high degree of identification with that language. Also, 
people in Baktamin and Ngisokabip reported that their clan divisions do not extend into other 
language areas. Having clan divisions that are exclusive to Setaman speakers further 
strengthens their identity as Setaman people. Also, although Ngisokabip and Seltamin share 
their traditional songs and dances25 with people in the Bimin and Faiwol languages, people in 
Baktamin reportedly have their own songs and dances that they do not share. 

Initiation rites are no longer held, but each village still has a traditional men’s house. 
Although respondents in Ngisokabip said that women are now free to go into the men’s 
house, people in Baktamin said that there are still traditional objects, such as drums26 and 
jew’s-harps, that women are forbidden to touch. 

In summary, Setaman speakers do have a sense of cultural identity as a unique group. The 
fact that they distinguish themselves from urban culture and from the language groups around 
them is a positive factor for the vitality of the Setaman language. 

5.3.5 Summary of Language Attitudes 

Setaman speakers have a positive attitude towards their language. Community members 
and church leaders all expressed positive attitudes towards the Setaman language, and 
language attitudes inferred from behaviour (i.e. language use) are also positive. The Setaman 

                                                 
24 Located at the Seltamin airstrip, between Ngisokabip and Birigabip villages 
25 In Tok Pisin, singsing 
26 In Tok Pisin, kundu 
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people have a strong internal cultural identity, largely based on language, which also 
contributes to ethnolinguistic vitality. 

5.4 Conclusions on Language Vitality 

According to Landweer (2006:213), language vitality can be assessed by examining three 
themes of ethnolinguistic vitality: opportunity for contact with other languages, actual 
language use and language attitudes. Data relating to all three of these themes indicate high 
vitality for the Setaman language. 

The Setaman people do have opportunities for contact with speakers of other languages; 
however, this contact does not appear to negatively affect their ethnolingustic vitality. 
Although Setaman people are dependent on Ok Tedi mine for all of their monetary income, 
and there are many emigrants working at the mine, which may have a negative impact on 
language vitality, there are many other positive factors for the vitality of the Setaman 
language. Setaman people are often able to use their own language when interacting with 
outsiders. Few speakers of other languages live within the Setaman area and emigrants often 
use Setaman when they return to the language area. It is difficult for Setaman speakers to 
travel to urban centres, but they are able to meet their most basic physical needs within their 
own language area. 

The Setaman people’s vigorous use of their vernacular indicates high ethnolinguistic 
vitality. Both reported and observed data indicate that Setaman is the primary language used 
by people of all ages in most situations within Setaman communities. 

The positive language attitudes of the Setaman people towards their language indicate 
high language vitality. Language attitudes reported by church leaders and community 
members, as well as language attitudes inferred from behaviour are positive. The strong 
internal cultural identity of the Setaman people, which is based primarily on their language, 
also contributes to ethnolinguistic vitality. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The Setaman language is distinct from both the Bimin and Faiwol languages and is 
spoken in three villages: Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin. There is little or no dialectal 
variation between these three villages. Previous research left some doubt regarding the 
language spoken in Selbang and Dimtikin, but the present survey has concluded that the 
Faiwol language is spoken in Selbang, while the Bimin language is spoken in Dimtikin. 

Language development has taken place in both the Bimin and Faiwol languages, but 
Setaman speakers cannot be adequately served by literature in either of these languages. 
Although Setaman speakers reported passive bilingualism in both the Bimin and Faiwol 
languages, when they were exposed to literature in these languages they showed very poor 
comprehension. 

Ethnolinguistic vitality within the Setaman language area is extremely high. Setaman 
speakers use their own language in most interactions, even during interactions with speakers 
of other languages. The Setaman people have a positive attitude towards their language and a 
strong sense of their unique cultural identity. 
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APPENDIX A: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LANGUAGE 

A.1 Phones 

Table 1 and Table 2 list all phones transcribed during wordlist elicitation in Setaman 
villages.  

Table 1. Observed Setaman consonant phones 

 Bilabial Labio-Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar 

Stop p  b  t  d  k ɡ 
Nasal m  n  ŋ 

Fricative  f s  ɣ 
Tap or Flap   ɾ   

Lateral 
Approximant   l   

Approximant w*   j  
*[w] is a voiced labial-velar approximant. 

Table 2. Observed Setaman vowel phones 

 Front Back 

Close 
i 
ɪ u 

Close-mid e o 
Mid   

Open-mid ɛ ɔ 
Open  ɑ 

Although no phonological analysis has been performed on the Setaman wordlist data, 
Healey (1963) provides generalizations about Ok family languages, which may be true of 
Setaman as well. Based on his analysis of available data about Ok family languages,27 Healey 
concludes that most Ok family languages have a “small number of consonant phonemes (11 
to 14), including /t, k, m, n, ŋ, w, y/” and “five vowel phonemes /i, e, a, o, u/ with the 
addition of…/ʌi/ in Faiwolmin and Bimin” (p. 2). 

A.2 Grammar and Morphology 

On the basis of the sentences elicited as part of the wordlists, the word order of the 
Setaman language appears to be SOV, as is illustrated in item 183 from Baktamin village. 

kinum  mɑn  ɑnkure 
man dog hit 
The man hit the dog. 

                                                 
27 Including Telefol, Tifal, Faiwol, Bimin and Mianmin from what he called the Min Branch, as well as 
languages from the Ninggrum, Kati and Oksapmin Branches  
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Adjectives appear to follow the nouns they modify, as item 185 from Baktamin village 
illustrates as follows: 

kinum  ɑmsun  mɑn  kɑtik  fepe 
man big dog small hit 
The big man hit the small dog. 

No morphological analysis has been done with the Setaman data and only basic 
grammatical analysis has been performed. Based on his work with Ok family languages, 
Healey makes the following generalizations, which may also be true of Setaman. There are 
“verbal suffixes denoting aspect and tense” (Healey n.d.:69) and “object prefixes on some of 
the transitive vebrs that distinguish ‘me,’ ‘you sing,’ ‘him,’ ‘her,’ ‘us/you plur./them,’ and a 
similar set of morphemes which follow (all?) verb stems and precede the aspect and tense 
suffixes to denote the beneficiary of the action” (Healey 1963:2). 

A.3 Other Linguistic Features 

Healey (1963:2) notes some additional features of Ok family languages. These include: 

• contrastive vowel length, functioning as single long vowel phonemes in some 
languages and as geminate vowels in others, 

• contrastive accent (usually tonal) on each syllable, 

• relatively high frequency of closed syllables both in monosyllabic and in longer 
words, 

• a pronoun system that distinguishes ‘I,’ ‘we,’ ‘you masc.,’ ‘you fem.,’ ‘you plur.,’ 
‘he,’ ‘she,’ ‘they,’ and 

• subject suffixes on verbs that distinguish ‘I,’ ‘we,’ ‘you sing.,’ ‘he,’ ‘she,’ 
‘they/you plur.’. 

These features may be present in Setaman; however, they were not observed during the 
analysis of the wordlist data from Setaman. 
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APPENDIX B: LITERATURE EXTENSIBILITY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS  

B.1 Bimin Narrative Text (Acts 28:16) 
Question and 

[Expected Answer] 
Selbang Dimtikin Seltamin Baktamin 

What did the people of 
Malta Island do? 

[welcomed and helped 
them] 

Welcome all. 

They had 
compassion 

because it was cold 
and rainy. 

They got 
firewood and 

were happy with 
them. 

What happened to Paul? 
[snake bit him while he 

was collecting fire wood] 

Snake bit 
him. 

Paul was also 
getting firewood too 
and a snake came 

and bit him. 

He went close to 
the fire and 

warmed himself. 

What did the people of 
Malta think? [Paul must 

be a very bad person and 
the gods are punishing 

him now] 

Wondering if 
he would be 

dying. 

Paul must be a 
criminal and God 

must be going to kill 
him now. 

What man was 
he? Did he come 

to kill people? 

What happened to Paul? 
[nothing] 

Sick with 
pain? 

Seemed to 
be guessing. 

He shook the snake 
off and nothing 

happened to him. 

Asked many 
questions and 

then left. 

What did the people think 
about Paul? [he must be 

a god] 

Must be a 
son of God 

because 
nothing 

happens to 
him. 

Nothing happened 
to Paul – he must 

be a god. 

They thought he 
would die but 

later Paul 
appeared. 

They 
understood 

some things, 
but not the part 

about the 
snake, and not 
what it was all 

about. 
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B.2 Bimin Expository Text (James 1:1–7) 
Question and 

[Expected Answer] 
Selbang Dimgen/Dimtikin Seltamin Baktamin 

Who is writing this letter? 
[Sekop, the servant of 

God and Christ] 
No answer. 

Sekop, a 
workman of God. 

Sekop. 

To whom did Sekop 
write? [Jews in disapora] 

Jews (in Israel?) 
To people who left 
their places to live 
with other people. 

Israel people – 
who are living a 
long way from 

home. 

What shall the believers 
do when hardships 
come? [be happy, 

because these 
strengthen their faith] 

Take up the 
hardships and 
follow God. Be 

happy with God. 

Hardships 
strengthen belief 

and thus you must 
be happy about 
the hardships. 

No answer. 

What happens if 
believers hold on to the 

behaviour of overcoming 
hardships? [they will be 

doing the same 
behaviour as God does] 

They said the 
question was too 

hard.  

If you overcome 
the hardships then 

your work 
matches up with 

God‘s 
thinking/wish/will. 

Love each other. 

What shall we do when 
we need wisdom? [pray 
to God and he will gladly 

give] 

Pray. 
God listens to 

their prayers and 
gives them gladly. 

Continue to pray 
and God will give. 

How are we if we don’t 
believe? [we are like dry 
leaves blown around by 

the wind] 

We are to believe 
if we ask. 

We are like leaves 
blown around by 

the wind. 

If we don‘t 
believe, we are 

like leaves blown 
around by wind, 
and will get what 

we asked for. 

Will people who do not 
believe what they pray 
receive? [no, they don’t 
know what they want 

anyway] 

Don’t believe, 
won’t receive. 

No, they will not 
receive. 

Same answer as 
above. 

Not tested 
(because 

of difficulty 
with the 
Bimin 

narrative). 
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B.3 Faiwol Narrative (Acts 20:7–12) 
Question and 

[Expected Answer] 
Selbang Dimtikin Seltamin Baktamin 

What time did they 
gather? [“1st day of week” 

= Sunday] 

1st day of week – 
Monday 

What were they doing? 
[last service before Paul 

left / communion] 

Eat bread/food 
(not communion). 

What did Paul do? 
[preached for a very long 

time] 

Was about to leave, 
and was now 

preaching. 

What happened with 
Yutikus? [he fell asleep 

and fell out of a high 
window and died] 

Yutikkus fell out of a 
window (was he sick??) 

and became 
unconscious/dead. 

What did Paul do? [lay 
himself on him and said 

that he was alive] 

Lay on him and then 
said that he was alive. 

What did Paul do then? 
[continued to preach until 

early morning] 

Went to continue with 
communion. 

What did the people do? 
[after Paul was done, 

they had communion and 
then all left home] 

Went home happy. 

Not compre-
hensible. 

Not tested. 

Not much 
understood 
about all the 
main points. 
They heard 
something 
about Paul 
dealing out 

food. 
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B.4 Faiwol Expository Text (1 Thessalonians 5:12–18) 
Question and 

[Expected Answer] 
Selbang Dimtikin Seltamin Baktamin 

Who is Paul talking to? 
[brothers = believers, 

church in 
Thessalonica] 

Christians. 
Everybody of this 

ground. 

What does Paul want 
the brothers to do? 

[respect and care for 
leaders] 

Good behaviour, 
love each other, 

forgive everybody, 
respect leaders. 

In your life you 
must love every 
man and woman 
and listen to the 

talk of your 
leaders. 

What does Paul say 
the leaders are doing? 
[watch over church and 

teach] 

Watch over the 
church, the 

community. Thus 
the people need to 
listen to them and 
be “under them”. 

No answer. 

What shall the brothers 
do? [honour and love 
teachers/be at peace 

with each other] 

Look after the 
leaders, and love 

each other. 

They have to do 
the behaviour of 

loving each other. 

What does Paul say 
about weak people? 
[they have guilt and 

their lives are without 
power, so help them] 

Advise them, take 
it easy with them, 
strengthen them. 

People who are 
weak (not listening 
to God‘s talk) must 
be pulled towards 

God‘s talk. 

What are we to do if 
somebody has sin 

against us? [not pay 
back, do good to them] 

Forgive and show 
good behaviour 
towards them. 

No answer. 

What is God‘s will? [be 
happy, praise God, 

thank Him] 

Worship God from 
whom everything 

comes 

Not tested 
(because of 
difficulty with 

the Faiwol 
narrative). 

No answer. 

Not tested 
(because of 
difficulty with 
the Faiwol 
narrative). 
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APPENDIX C: WORDLIST ADDENDA 

Table 3. Exceptions to Blair’s lexical similarity standards 

Item # Gloss 
Exception to Blair's 

standard 
Reason for exception 

27 baby Baktamin Unexplained morpheme 
34 father Lowbip Unexplained morpheme 
57 he gives it to me Dimtikin Unexplained morpheme 
78 good Selbang Unexplained morpheme 
79 bad Dimtikin Unexplained morpheme 
83 light Selbang, Birigabip Unexplained morpheme 
90 dry Faiwol Unexplained morpheme 
91 full Birigabip Unexplained morpheme 
94 earth Baktamin, Seltamin Known short form 

103 cloud Faiwol, Akalu Unexplained morpheme 
105 wind Baktamin Unexplained morpheme 
122 tail Faiwol Unexplained morpheme 
131 yam Selbang Unexplained morpheme 
155 what Selbang Unexplained morpheme 

 

Table 4. Items excluded from wordlist comparisons 

Item # Gloss 
Excluded from 

comparison 
Reason for no entry or disqualification

6 neck Dimtikin Elicited incorrect form 
19 chin Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
21 thumb Dimtikin Elicited incorrect form 
22 leg All 'foot' 
23 heart Baktamin, Birigabip Elicited inconsistent forms 
24 liver Dimtikin, Baktamin Elicited inconsistent forms 
27 baby Lowbip 'child' + 'little' 
29 boy All 'man' + 'child' 
31 old man All 'man' + 'old' 

34a father (my) 
Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip, 

Lowbip 
Elicited inconsistent forms 

34b father (his) 
Selbang, Seltamin, 
Dimtikin, Baktamin,  

Elicited inconsistent forms 

42 cassowary Lowbip Alternate form (from dictionary) 
49 person All 'man' 
52 he lies down Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip 'he sleeps' 
55 he bites Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip 'he eats' 
55 he bites Baktamin 'he kills' 
56 he eats All 'he drinks' 
64 he hits Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
66 he dies Baktamin 'he finished' 
67 it burns Seltamin No new morphemes 
68 it flies All Elicited inconsistent forms 
69 he swims Akalu No new morphemes 
69 he swims Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
70 he runs Baktamin 'he goes' 
70 he runs Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
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Item # Gloss 
Excluded from 

comparison 
Reason for no entry or disqualification

72 he catches Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
73 he coughs All Elicited inconsistent forms 

80a long Seltamin, Baktamin Elicited synonyms 

80b long 
Selbang, Dimtikin, Akalu, 
Sengen, Fagobip, Lowbip 

Elicited synonyms 

84 cold Akalu Elicited incorrect form 
87 old Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 

87 old 
Selbang, Seltamin, Akalu, 
Sengen, Fagobip, Lowbip 

Elicited inconsistent forms 

88 round Selbang Elicited incorrect form 
88 round Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
89 wet All Elicited inconsistent forms 
90 dry Selbang Elicited incorrect form 
91 full Selbang 'many' 

94a earth Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip Elicited synonyms 

94b earth 
Selbang, Seltamin, 

Dimtikin, Baktamin, Lowbip 
Elicited synonyms 

97 fire Selbang, Dimtikin, Lowbip 'tree' 
97 fire Selbang, Dimtikin, Lowbip 'tree' 
98 smoke Baktamin No new morphemes 

109 stick Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
109 stick Dimtikin, Seltamin Elicited inconsistent forms 
110 bark All 'tree' + 'skin' 
113 leaf All  ''tree' + 'hair' 
114 meat Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
119 horn Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
119 horn Selbang, Dimtikin Elicited incorrect forms 
121 claw Sengen 'leg' 
123a one Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip Elicited synonyms 

123b one 
Selbang, Seltamin, 

Dimtikin, Baktamin, Lowbip 
Elicited synonyms 

124a two Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip Elicited synonyms 

124b two 
Selbang, Seltamin, 

Dimtikin, Baktamin, Lowbip 
Elicited synonyms 

131 yam All Elicited inconsistent forms 
136 knife Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
143a night Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip Elicited synonyms 

143b night 
Selbang, Seltamin, 

Dimtikin, Baktamin, Lowbip 
Elicited synonyms 

146a white 
Selbang, Seltamin, 

Dimtikin, Baktamin, Lowbip 
Elicited synonyms 

146b white 
Selbang, Akalu, Sengen, 

Fagobip, Lowbip 
Elicited synonyms 

146c white 
Seltamin, Dimtikin, 

Baktamin, Akalu, Sengen, 
Fagobip 

Elicited synonyms 

150 green All Elicited inconsistent forms 
153 this Akalu, Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
153 this All Elicited inconsistent forms 

154 that 
Selbang, Dimtikin, Akalu, 
Sengen, Fagobip, Lowbip 

Elicited inconsistent forms 

157 when? All No new morphemes 
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Item # Gloss 
Excluded from 

comparison 
Reason for no entry or disqualification

162 I (1st sing) Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
165 we two (exclusive) All 'two' 
166 you two Selbang, Baktamin No new morphemes 
166 you two Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
167 they two All 'two' or 'you two' 
168 we (exclusive) Selbang, Dimtikin 'they' 
168 we (exclusive) Sengen, Fagobip Disqualified in original list 
169 you (pl) Selbang 'they' 

170 they (pl) 
Selbang, Seltamin, 
Dimtikin, Baktamin 

'all' 

 

 

 
Faiwol 

(Lowbip) 
       

138 
Faiwol 

(Selbang) 
      

138 136 
Setaman 

(Seltamin) 
     

131 130 139 
Setaman 

(Baktamin)
    

137 135 138 133 
Bimin 

(Dimtikin)
   

128 127 127 122 125 
Bimin 

(Fagobip) 
  

126 125 125 121 124 136 
Bimin 

(Sengen) 
 

134 132 132 128 128 135 134 
Bimin 

(Akalu) 

Figure 1. Total number of items compared in each village. 
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APPENDIX D: AVERAGE LINK CHART ADDENDA 

Lowbip 
(Faiwol) 

       

63 Selbang       

67 66 Seltamin      

63 62 86 Baktamin     

62 60 77 72 Dimtikin    

48 49 54 56 64 
Fagobip 
(Bimin) 

  

51 49 58 58 64 86 
Sengen 
(Bimin) 

 

44 43 49 49 57 91 83 
Akalu 

(Bimin) 

Figure 2. Similarity matrix (original) 

 
Lowbip 
(Faiwol) 

       

66.35 Selbang       

66.25 69.6 Seltamin      

66.25 69.6 90 Baktamin     

66.25 69.6 78.5 78.5 Dimtikin    

60 60 60 60 60 
Fagobip 
(Bimin) 

  

60 60 60 60 60 92 
Sengen 
(Bimin) 

 

60 60 60 60 60 85.5 85.5 
Akalu 

(Bimin) 

Figure 3. Cophenetic matrix28 (from average link tree) 

 

                                                 
28 A cophenetic matrix shows the level at which the average link tree associates each pair of varieties.  
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APPENDIX E: WORDLISTS 

E.1 From Seltamin, Ngisokabip and Baktamin (all Setaman) 
    Seltamin Ngisokabip Baktamin 
1 head ubwomkun / ubomkun same as Seltamin wɔmɡun 
2 hair ubwomkon / ubomkon same as Seltamin bwomɡwɑn 
3 mouth bontʰɛm same as Seltamin wɑntɛm 
4 nose mitum(kum) / mitum(kun) same as Seltamin mutum 
5 eye kʰin same as Seltamin kin 
6 neck ɑrkun / fukun same as Seltamin fukun 
7 belly mɛtʰ same as Seltamin mɛtʰ 
8 skin kʰɑɾ same as Seltamin kɑɾ 
9 knee kʰɑtʰin same as Seltamin kɑtin 
10 ear kʰɑɾuŋɡɑɾ same as Seltamin kɛnuŋɡɑɾ 
11 tongue fɑɾoŋ same as Seltamin fɑroŋ 
12 tooth kʰɑʔiɾ same as Seltamin kɑiɾi 
13 breast mukʰ same as Seltamin muk̚ 
14 hand teŋ same as Seltamin teŋ 
15 foot jɑn same as Seltamin jɑn 
16 back wɑɾkʰun / muɾkun same as Seltamin murkun 
17 shoulder nɑŋɑɾ (kʰun) same as Seltamin nɑŋɑɾ 
18 forehead dɑbɑɾ kʰun same as Seltamin nɑbɑɾ kun 
19 chin kʰɑʔiɾ kʰun same as Seltamin kɑir kun 
20 elbow kʰɪmin kʰun same as Seltamin kɪmi 
21 thumb (siɡɑɾ) okʰ same as Seltamin (teŋ) ok̚ 
22 leg jɑn (meɾi) same as Seltamin jɑn (mɛɾi) 
23 heart dim(ə)ɾop / ɑɣɛtʰ same as Seltamin kɑim (toro) 
24 liver tʰuɡɑn same as Seltamin limɑrop 
25 bone kʰun same as Seltamin kun 
26 blood kʰɑʔim same as Seltamin kɑim 
27 baby menɛɾ same as Seltamin mɛnɛɾ fɛɾ 
28 girl wɑneŋ mɑtʰ same as Seltamin wɑnɑŋ mɛn 
29 boy kʰinum mɑtʰ same as Seltamin kʰinumɛn 
30 old woman wɑnɛŋ fɑsɛɾ same as Seltamin fɛsɛɾ 
31 old man kʰinum fɑsɛɾ same as Seltamin kʰinum (fɛsɛɾ) 
32 woman wɑnɛŋ same as Seltamin wɛnɛŋ 
33 man kʰinum same as Seltamin kʰinum 

34a father (my) nɑtʰim same as Seltamin nɑtʰim 
34b father (his)       
35 mother nein same as Seltamin nen 
36 brother   same as Seltamin   
37 sister   same as Seltamin   
38 name win same as Seltamin win 
39 bird ɑon same as Seltamin ɔun 
40 dog mɑn same as Seltamin mɑn 
41 pig kʰoŋ same as Seltamin kwoŋ 
42 cassowary biɑ same as Seltamin biɑ 
43 wallaby wɑtʰom same as Seltamin wɑtʰom 
44 flying fox siŋɑm same as Seltamin siŋɑm 
45 rat sɑnok(okʰ) same as Seltamin sɑnok 
46 frog kwoɾ same as Seltamin kwoɾ 
47 snake feim kʰon same as Seltamin fem kwɔn 
48 fish tʰɑkɑm same as Seltamin tɑɡɑm 
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    Seltamin Ngisokabip Baktamin 

49 person kʰinum same as Seltamin wɛneŋ kʰinum 
50 he sits tʰeinbe same as Seltamin teinumwɑŋ 
51 he stands tʰoɾbe same as Seltamin mɔ ̃bɪn / mobɛʔbɑː 
52 he lies down abintʰɛm ɑɣɑɾbe same as Seltamin tufiː 
53 he sleeps (atʰinɑ) ɑɣɑɾbe same as Seltamin ɑɣɑɾbi 
54 he walks umbe same as Seltamin une(o) 
55 

the dog bites 
the man 

mɑn kʰinum kʰɑiɾu wɑɣebe same as Seltamin mɑn kʰinumɑn kure 
56 he eats wɑnbe same as Seltamin wɛnbe(o) 
57 

he gives it to 
me 

kʰunɛme same as Seltamin kʰuɡɑmɛ 
58 he sees utɛme same as Seltamin utɛbe 
59 he comes tɑɾe same as Seltamin tɛɾpe 
60 he says weŋ bɑɣɑbe same as Seltamin (weŋ) bɑɠɑbe 
61 he hears kʰɪɾibe same as Seltamin kiɾibe(o) 
62 he knows ɑɾɛmkɑɾ same as Seltamin (ɛɾɛm) kɑɾ(o) 
63 he drinks (wokʰ) wɑnbe same as Seltamin woɡɑnbe 
64 he hits feibe same as Seltamin fɑibe(o) 
65 he kills ɑnkuɾɛ kwɑne same as Seltamin ɑnɡuɾe(o) 
66 he dies atʰin ɑnkuɾɛ / kʰimi kʰeɾe same as Seltamin bɑnimeo 
67 it burns eis doŋ same as Seltamin eis kein be(o) 
68 it flies eɾkɑ une same as Seltamin une(o) 
69 he swims wɑɣɑm une same as Seltamin wɑɡɑn umbe 
70 he runs fɑnfɑn (une) same as Seltamin (woɡ) umbe(o) 
71 he falls down (dɑɾu) kumine same as Seltamin kumineo 
72 he catches ute foɡoɾe same as Seltamin utɛ fɑɡo 
73 he coughs kwon(in) kʰonbe same as Seltamin in / inɑnɡube 
74 he laughs ɑben nibe same as Seltamin ɑbɛn ɡipe 
75 he dances itoɾ ibe same as Seltamin itoɾo ipe 
76 big ɑmsun same as Seltamin ɑmsun 
77 small kʰɑtʰik̚ same as Seltamin kʰɑtik̚ 
78 good ifip same as Seltamin ifip 
79 bad mɑtɑn same as Seltamin mɑfɑk̚ 
80 long tʰiɛk tiɛk same as Seltamin tʰiɑk̚ tʰiɑk̚ 
81 short mɛptʰɑnuŋ same as Seltamin (mɛp) tɑnuŋ 
82 heavy iɾum same as Seltamin iɾum 
83 light kɑɾfoŋ same as Seltamin foŋ 
84 cold ŋis same as Seltamin ŋis 
85 hot mɑmin same as Seltamin mɑmin 
86 new kʰikis same as Seltamin kikʰis 
87 old diɾ same as Seltamin (am)sun 
88 round ɑɾum same as Seltamin ɑɾum 
89 wet wokʰ so / kut same as Seltamin suɡuɾ 
90 dry kwokʰ same as Seltamin kwɔk 
91 full wein kupu same as Seltamin wɛn 
92 road deip same as Seltamin ɗeip 
93 stone tʰum same as Seltamin tum 

94a 
earth (mud, 
dirt) 

tɑɾ same as Seltamin tɑɾ 

94b 
earth (in a 
garden) 

      
95 sand wokʰ niŋniŋ same as Seltamin wɔk niniŋ 
96 mountain amŋu same as Seltamin amu 
97 fire wɛŋ same as Seltamin weŋ / eis 
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    Seltamin Ngisokabip Baktamin 

98 smoke eis deikʰ same as Seltamin (eis) kɪkis 
99 ashes wɛŋ moɾ / kutɛp same as Seltamin kutɛp 

100 sun ɑtɑn same as Seltamin ɑtɑn 
101 moon kʰɑɾim same as Seltamin kɑɾim 
102 star miɾum same as Seltamin miɾum 
103 cloud ip̚ same as Seltamin ip 
104 rain weip same as Seltamin suk / weip 
105 wind ŋɑɾu same as Seltamin ŋɑɾuɾu 
106 water wokʰ same as Seltamin wɔk 
107 vine sokʰ same as Seltamin sok 
108 tree eis same as Seltamin eis 
109 stick eis kʰum same as Seltamin joŋ 
110 bark eis kʰɑɾ same as Seltamin kɑɾ 
111 seed eis mɪn / eis ŋɑim same as Seltamin eis mɛn 
112 root eis kʰɪm kʰɪm same as Seltamin kɪmkɪm 
113 leaf (eis) kwon same as Seltamin kwɔn 
114 meat dɛm same as Seltamin dɛm 
115 fat tuɣuɾ same as Seltamin tuɡuɾ 
116 egg win same as Seltamin win 
117 louse kɪm same as Seltamin kim 
118 feather on kʰɑɾim same as Seltamin kɑɾim ɑmsun 
119 horn ŋɑsɛn / iris same as Seltamin iris / mɔm 
120 wing bɛɾ (kʰun) / isɑn same as Seltamin isɑn 
121 claw sikɑɾ b(ə)ɾuŋ same as Seltamin siɡɑɾ buruŋ 
122 tail mɑɣop / weim same as Seltamin wem 
123a one mɑɣup same as Seltamin mɑɡop 
123b one       
124a two ɛɾɛp same as Seltamin ɛɾɛp 
124b two       
125 three ɛɾɛp mɑno same as Seltamin ɛɾɛp mɑno 
126 four joɾ kʰiɡɑmin (kɑɾ) same as Seltamin ɛɾɛp ɛɾɛp 
127 five okɑɾ same as Seltamin okɑɾ 
128 ten nɑŋɑɾ kʰɑɾ same as Seltamin nɑŋɑɾ (ɡɑɾ) 
129 taro imɛn same as Seltamin imɛn 
130 sugarcane kweitʰ same as Seltamin kwetʰ 
131 yam dɑkɑs same as Seltamin (ɑm)wɑn 
132 banana sum same as Seltamin sum 
133 sweet potato sibuɾ / wɑn same as Seltamin wɑn 
134 bean bɑɣop same as Seltamin bɑɣopʰ 
135 axe jɑkɑɾ same as Seltamin jɑɣɑɾ 
136 knife bɑip / bɛp same as Seltamin bɛp 
137 arrow won same as Seltamin wɔn 
138 net bag mɛn same as Seltamin men 
139 house ɑm same as Seltamin ɑm 
140 tobacco sokʰ same as Seltamin sokʰ 
141 morning kutʰim same as Seltamin kutʰim 
142 afternoon kwine same as Seltamin kwine 
143a 

night (night 
time) 

miɾiɾip same as Seltamin miɾiɾip 

143b 
night (dark, as 
in a cave) 

      
144 yesterday ɑmsin same as Seltamin ɑmsin 
145 tomorrow ɑmsino same as Seltamin (ɑmsinɛn) kɑptɛm 
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    Seltamin Ngisokabip Baktamin 

146a white (cloud)       
146b white (pig) nɑmɑɾ same as Seltamin nɑmɑɾ / ŋɑɾom 
146c white (?)       
147 black mitikʰ same as Seltamin mitʰikʰ 
148 yellow kʰitɑkʰ same as Seltamin kitɑk 
149 red kʰɑim fiŋ same as Seltamin kɑim fiŋ 
150 green eis kʰon kɑɾiɡin same as Seltamin eis kon kɑɾəɡin 
151 many jomjom / miso same as Seltamin 

nɑɾon / kɑɾinɡi / ɛrikum 
ɛrikum 

152 all ɑɾikum same as Seltamin ɛɾikum 
153 this kɑɾu same as Seltamin kɑɾute(o) 
154 that kɑɾe same as Seltamin mɑk / mɑɡote 
155 what? wɑtɛp same as Seltamin wɛtɛp 
156 who? kʰɑnte same as Seltamin kɑnɛte 
157 when? wɑtɛp tʰɑim same as Seltamin wɑtɛp teinup 
158 where? nɑkʰu same as Seltamin nɑmbu 
159 yes ou same as Seltamin ɔu 
160 no bɑ same as Seltamin bɑ 
161 not bɑʔo / bɑjo same as Seltamin   
162 I nɑte same as Seltamin nɛte 
163 you (singular) kʰɑpte same as Seltamin kʰɑptɛ 
164 he (b)ɑtʰe same as Seltamin mɑɠop 
165 

we two 
(exclusive) 

ɛɾɛp (nute) same as Seltamin ɛrɛp 
166 you two ɛɾɛp ite same as Seltamin ɛɾɛp 
167 they two ɛɾɛp ite same as Seltamin ɛɾɛp ju 
168 we (exclusive) nute same as Seltamin noŋomɛɾ 
169 you (plural) ipte same as Seltamin juɾi 
170 they  ɑɾikum same as Seltamin ɛɾikum / jɑŋbi 
171 he is hungry imɪn tɛp same as Seltamin imɛntɛp 
172 

he eats sugar 
cane 

kʷoit wɑnbe same as Seltamin kwetɛmbi 
173 he laughs a lot ɑben tɑɣɑɾɑk fɑɣɑbe same as Seltamin (ɑbɛn) ɑmtʰun 
174 

one man 
stands 

mɛn mɑɣup tʰoɾbe kinumɑk toɾbe kinum ɑɣɑismobe 
175 two men stand mɛn ɑɾɛp tʰoɾbiɾip kinum ɛɾɛp torbiɾip kinum ɛɾɛp mo biɾip 
176 

three men 
stand 

mɛn jɑŋimɛɾ tʰoɾbiɾip kinum jɑŋemɛɾ torbiɾip kinum ɛɾɛpmɑno mobiɾip 
177 the man goes kʰinum une same as Seltamin (kinum) umbɛ 
178 

the man went 
yesterday 

ɑmsin oku unese ɑmsino unɛse ɑmsinumbɛ 

179 
the man will go 
tomorrow 

ɑmsino ɑte unokobe ɑmsino ɛte unokbe ɑmsino nokbɛ 

180 
the man eats 
the yam 

kʰinum mɑkʰ dɑkɑs wɑnbe kinum dɑkɑs wɑnbe kinum wɛnin wɛnbe 

181 
the man ate the 
yam yesterday 

kʰinum mɑkʰ ɑmsino kʰu 
dɑkɑs wɑnɛse 

ɑmsin kinum mɑk dɑkɑs 
wɑnbi ɑɣɑɾbe ɑmsinwɛnse 

182 
the man will eat 
the yam 
tomorrow 

ɑmsino ɑte dɑkɑs wɑnokbe ɑmsino dɑne kinum mak 
dɑkɑs wɑnbokbe ɑmsin wɔnbokbe 

183 
the man hit the 
dog 

kʰinum mɑn ɑnfɑibe same as Seltamin kinum mɑn ɑnkure 

184 
the man didn't 
hit the dog 

kʰinum mɑkʰ mɑn ɑɾokin 
mɑnimbe 

kinum mɑn ɑnfɑimo ken 
dɑkobe kinum mɑnan feminba 

185 
the big man hit 
the little dog 

kʰinum ɑmsun mɑkʰ mɑn mɛn 
fɑibe kinum ɑmsun mɑn min fɑibe kinum ɑmsun mɑn kɑtik fepe 
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186 
the man gave 
the dog to the 
boy 

kʰinum mɑkʰ mɛn kʰɑtik mɑn 
mɛn kuɾe 

kinum mɑk mɑn njɑɾuku 
mɛnɛɾ kuɾe 

kinum mɑn fɑɡuɾo mɛn 
koɡɑɾɛpe 

187 
the man hit the 
dog and went 

kʰinum mɑkʰ mɑn ɑnkɑbi une kinum mɑn ɑnkuti une kinum mɑnɑn kubi ɾɛnɛkɑ 
(kɑi) 

188 
the man hit the 
dog when the 
boy went 

mɑn kʰɑk e une kʰi kʰinum 
mɑkʰ ɑnkɑbiɾe une 

mɛnɛɾ une ɑki kinum mɑk 
mɑn ɑnkɑɾibe 

mɑn mɛnɛɾe une ɑɾɛp mɑnɑn 
kutiɾɑkɑ 

189 
the man hit the 
dog and it went 

kʰinum mɑn ɑmkɑbiɾe kʰi 
mɑn e une 

kinum mɑk mɑn ɑnkuɾe ki 
mɑn fon une 

mɑnɑm kutirɑkɑ uneɑkɑ / ɑn 
kutire uneo 

190 
the man shot 
and ate the pig 

kʰinum mɑkʰ koŋ ɑnkuɾe kʰi 
fuɾuɾe 

kinum mɑk koŋ ɑnku fuɾuɾ 
bom wɑnbe kinum ɡoaŋ aŋɡoɑn bɛtɑ 

 

E.2 From Selbang (Faiwol), Dimtikin (Bimin) and Lowbip (Faiwol) 
    Selbang Dimtikin Lowbip (Faiwol) 
1 head ɡobom ɡobom gɛbom kʰun 
2 hair ɡobom kʰon ɡobom kon gɛbom kʰon 
3 mouth bontem bontɛm bonteⁱm 
4 nose mutum mutum mitum kʰun 
5 eye kʰin kʰin kin 
6 neck fukʰun weɾ gweⁱɾokʰ 
7 belly mɑtʰ kʰumum mʌtʰ 
8 skin kʰɑl kʰɑɾ kʰal^ 
9 knee kʰɑtʰun kʰɑtʰin kʰatʰun kʰun 
10 ear kʰɑlun kʰɑlun kʰiluŋ kʰal^ 
11 tongue fɑlɑŋ fɑɾuŋ fʌlʌŋ 
12 tooth kʰɑʔil kʰɑʔiɾi kaⁱil^ 
13 breast mukʰ muk muk 
14 hand tsikʰɑl teŋ tʰeinɡ 
15 foot jɑn jɑn jan bʌn 
16 back kʰonom muɾkun wol^ kun 
17 shoulder niŋɑl kiŋ nʌŋal kʰun 
18 forehead dɑbɑl (kʰun) dɑβɑɾ kun dʌbal^ kʰun 
19 chin mɑɣɑtʰ kʰɑʔiɾ kʰun mʌɣatʰ kʰun 
20 elbow kʰim kʰun kʰimin gʲæn kʰun 
21 thumb okʰ tʰeŋ bruŋ aukʰ 
22 leg jɑn kʰun jan maɾikʰ 
23 heart ɑɣɛtʰ imdop ageⁱt 
24 liver tokʰɑn kʰumun tʰogʷan 
25 bone kʰun kʰun kʰun 
26 blood kʰɑm kʰɑim kʰaim 
27 baby mɑnɑβəl meniɾ mʌn kʰatʰikʰ 
28 girl wɑnɑŋ sɑi wɑnɛŋ mɑt wanʌŋ matʰ 
29 boy kʰɛnɛm kwɑiɛtʰ kʰulum mɑt kʰinɪm mʌn 
30 old woman wɑnɑŋ fɑseil fəsɛɾ wanʌŋ fasɛl 
31 old man kʰɛnɛm fɑseil kʰuɾum fəsɛɾ kinɪm fasɛl 
32 woman wɑnɑŋ wɑnɛŋ wanʌŋ 
33 man kʰɛnɛm kʰulum kinɪm 

34a father (my) nɑtʰɛm nɑtʰim   
34b father (his)     am alʌpʰ 
35 mother neinip nɑŋin am ʌgun 
36 brother (nɑmɑn) fikʰ fikʰ am fik 
37 sister (nɑmɑn) bɑbkʰon jɛn am aŋgeⁱkʰ 
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38 name win win wɪn 
39 bird ɑwom ɑun awon 
40 dog mɑn mɑn maⁱjan 
41 pig kʰuŋ kwoŋ kʰoŋ 
42 cassowary biɑ biɑ kʰumsɔpʰ 
43 wallaby wɑtʰom wɑtʰom watʰom 
44 flying fox siŋɑm (wɑnuŋ) siŋɑm sigam 
45 rat sɑnokʰ sɑnokʰ sinokʰ 
46 frog kʰul kʰoɾ kʷol^ 
47 snake fɑiəm kʰun fɑiəm kon faimkʰun 
48 fish tʰɑkɑm tɑkɑm tʰagam 
49 person kʰenɛm kʰulum kʰinɪm 
50 he sits dɑkʰɑin tʰeinɑ agʌ tʰeinʌkʰo 
51 he stands kʰontor tʰorɑ agʌ tʰoɾʌkʰo 
52 he lies down ɑɣɑlum ɑɣɑɾɑ agʌ agʌlʌkʰo 
53 he sleeps kinɑmi ɑlbɑ ɑɣɑlbe aga lbʌ 
54 he walks unɑ(kʰo) une agʌ unʌkʰo 
55 

the dog bites 
the man 

mɑn kʰinim ɑnkɑ biɾɑ / mɑn 
kʰinim ɑlono kʰɑnepɑ mɑn kʰɑʔiɾ wɑɣɑbe maⁱjan kinɪm ambiɾʌkʰo 

56 he eats wɑnɛnbɑ wɑnbe wananbʌ 
57 

he gives it to 
me 

kʰunɑm kʰunem me kʰunam 
58 he sees nɑtɑpɑ ɑtʰemi atʰamʌ 
59 he comes tʰɑrbɑ tʰɑɾbe tʰʌrʌ 
60 he says weŋ bɑɡɑbɑ weŋ boɡoɾe kʰal bʌkʰo 
61 he hears (weŋ) kʰɪɾipɑ kʰiride kʰiɾilʌkʰo 
62 he knows ɑlɛm kʰɑl ɑlɛm kʰɑl alʌm kʰal 
63 he drinks wokʰ wɑnbɑ wokʰ wɑnbe wɔk wanʌkʰ 
64 he hits ɑlono kɑnɑpɑ ɑbe fobʌ 
65 he kills (ɑnkɑbiɾɑ) kʰɛmɛnɑ ɑɾɑ / kwɑne ambirʌkʰo 
66 he dies kʰimi kʰɑlebɑ kwɑne figʌleⁱbʌ 
67 it burns ɑs kʰɑinbɑ eis doŋ ede as kʰaⁱnʌ 
68 it flies bɑɣoɾo una une falʌlʌkʰo 
69 he swims woɡomun wɑɡo une wokʰ bome wɔkʰ waɣoɾʌ 
70 he runs kʰɑpɑ fɑnfɑn une biɣʌkʰ tʰoɾʌkʰo 
71 he falls down kʰutinɑ kʰumine kʰutʰinʌ 
72 he catches kʰoɾe fɑɣu   fagura 
73 he coughs in kʰonin koɾe kʰoniŋ 
74 he laughs ɑbɑn ditipa ɑbɛŋ niɾe aban faganba 
75 he dances itol imɪn itoɾ wibe itʰol sanba 
76 big ɑmsun ɑmsun dugum 
77 small nenɑn foŋ kʰatʰikʰ 
78 good ifip nɑkʰ kɛn kʰɪɾɛl^ 
79 bad mɑfɑkʰ mɑfɑkseŋ mafʌkʰ 
80 long tʰɑɾokʰ tɑɣim kʰimis 
81 short tɑnuŋ suɡum meiptʰano 
82 heavy iɾum iɾum iɾum 
83 light kʰɑl foŋ foŋ (am) foŋ 
84 cold ɡis ɡis gɪs 
85 hot mɑmɛn mɑmin mamin 
86 new kʰikiso kʰikis alokʰso 
87 old fimɛɾ sun simirɪsa 
88 round   ɛŋɡ fala bʌkʰo 
89 wet wokʰ so kut seɾso kʰoleitbʌkʰo 
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90 dry wokʰ bɑnɪm tʰio (be) kʰokʰbʌkʰo 
91 full jumjum wɛne weⁱn bʌkʰo 
92 road leip deip leⁱpʰ 
93 stone tʰum tʰum tʰum 

94a 
earth (mud, 
dirt) 

bɑɡɑm / tʰɑwɑl tʰɑwɑl tʰa βal / baɣan 

94b 
earth (in a 
garden) 

      
95 sand wokʰ niŋiniŋ wokʰ sikʰsikʰ wɔkgisa 
96 mountain ɑmɡo ɑmɡu amgo 
97 fire ɑs eis as 
98 smoke ɑs leikʰ wɛŋ dikʰ / eis dikʰ as leⁱkᵏ 
99 ashes ɑs kʰip / weiŋ ɡum kʰutʰɛp kutʰʌpʰ 

100 sun ɑtɑn ɑtɑn atʰan 
101 moon kʰɑijop kʰɑɾim kaⁱjopʰ 
102 star ɑbiɾ kʰɑjɑk / ɑnɑŋ miɾum milum 
103 cloud ipʰ ip ibɪn 
104 rain nɑnɑŋ tʰɑkon sukʰ weⁱpʰ 
105 wind ɡɑɾul ŋɑɾul gaɾul^ 
106 water wokʰ wokʰ wɔkʰ 
107 vine tsokʰ tsokʰ sɔkʰ 
108 tree ɑs eis as 
109 stick ɑs mɑn eis kʰum as mʌn 
110 bark ɑs kʰɑl eis kʰɑɾ as kʰal^ 
111 seed ɑs ɡɪm eis mɪn as gɪm 
112 root ɑs kʰɪm kʰɪm eis kʰɪm kʰɪm as sɔkʰ 
113 leaf ɑs kʰon eis kʰon as kʰon 
114 meat ɪnimɑn dɪm dʌm 
115 fat tʰukul tʰukul tʰogol^ 
116 egg wɪn wɪn wɪn 
117 louse kʰɪm kʰɪm kʰɪm 
118 feather (ɑwon) kʰɑlim kʰɑɾim awon kʰalim 
119 horn njɛsɛn njɑsɛn iɾɪs 
120 wing bɑr (kʰun) bɛɾ bʌɾʌ kʰun 
121 claw siɡɑl buɾuŋ siɡɑl buɾuŋ gɛbʌɾon 
122 tail wɛm mɑŋom wolum / wemsun 
123a one mɑɡop mɑɣop̚ maⁿɣopʰ 
123b one       
124a two ɑlɛp aɾɛp aleⁱpʰ 
124b two       
125 three ɑlɑlɛp ɑɾɛp mɑno aleipʰ bano 
126 four ɑlɑlɛp mɑno ɑɾɛm sɑɾ alʌ leⁱpʰ 
127 five okʰɑl okʰɑɾ aᵘk kal 
128 ten niŋɑl kʰɑl nɑŋɑɾ kʰɛɾ nʌŋal kʰal 
129 taro imɛn imɛn imɛn 
130 sugarcane kwɑitʰ kweit kʷeitʰ 
131 yam wɑndum wɑn tʰʌbi 
132 banana ʃum sum sum 
133 sweet potato wɑn wɑn wan 
134 bean mil bɑɣop mil^ 
135 axe jɑɣɛl sɛk̚ fafi maᵘk kʰabakʰ / dal gag 
136 knife bɑio bɑiop̚ kʰaɾleŋ / wokʰsekʰ / sagam 

gag 
137 arrow un won wun 
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138 net bag mɛn mɛn mɛn 
139 house ɑm ɑm am 
140 tobacco sɑukʰ sok̚ soᵘkʰ 
141 morning ɑɣɑl bɑpʰ kʰutʰim kʰutʰim 
142 afternoon tɑin bɑpʰ ɑɣo kwine kʷinʌ 
143a 

night (night 
time) 

meɾilɑ kʰuɾu miɾiɾe miɾilipʰ 

143b 
night (dark, as 
in a cave) 

      
144 yesterday ɑmsɛno ɑmsin amsino 
145 tomorrow ɑmsɛno ɑmsok (kutin) amsino 
146a white (cloud)       
146b white (pig)   nɑmɑɾ   
146c white (?) dɑlɑŋ   dʌlaŋ 
147 black mitʰikʰ mɪɡiɾ mitʰɪkʰ 
148 yellow kʰitʰɑkʰ kʰitʰɑk̚ luŋ 
149 red kʰɑsiŋ kʰɑim fiŋ kʰaim 
150 green kʰɑlis eis kʰoŋ kʰɑl aⁱs 
151 many jumjum fiɑm kʰɑɾin so seŋ 
152 all ɑɾikʰum ɑɾiɡom aɾigum 
153 this kʰɑle kʰɑɾɑkɑ meⁱak borei 
154 that kʰɑlɑbuɾe ɑtʰe jakʰ bo 
155 what? wɑtɑwɑ wɑtʰɑ utʰʌgon / watʰʌgon 
156 who? (kʰɑbɑ) kʰɑntɑ kʰɑnte kʰapba kʰanta 
157 when? wɑtɑp tɑim wɑtɛp diŋ alʌk umi tʰeim 
158 where? nɑnɑŋ kʰɑl nɑmɡu alʌgal^ 
159 yes ɑfən fein aᵘo 
160 no bɑnim bɑ baːyo 
161 not bɑ bɑ ba 
162 I nɑltʰɑ nɑte naga 
163 you (singular) kʰuptʰɑ kʰɑpte kapba 
164 he wutʰɑ ɛtʰe aɣa 
165 

we two 
(exclusive) 

ɑlɛpʰ ɑrɛp βute nuga 
166 you two ɑlɛpʰ ɑɾɛp juptʰe iba / kʰiba 
167 they two ɑlɛpʰ   iba 
168 we (exclusive) ɑɾikʰum ɑɾikum noga / nulafin 
169 you (plural) ɑɾikʰum ipte kiba 
170 they  ɑɾikʰum ɑɾikum iɣa 
171 he is hungry imɑntepʰ imɑntep tʰeip kʰeⁱɾabʌ 
172 

he eats sugar 
cane 

kʰoitʰ wɑnbɑ kʷeit wɑnbe kʷeit wanbʌ 
173 he laughs a lot ɑbɑn kʰɑlɑk ɑmsun ɑbɛŋ niɾe aban daʷ ᵇʌkʰo 
174 

one man 
stands 

(kʰinimɑ) tʰoɾbɑ kʰunum mɑɣop toɾbe kinɪm magopʰ toɾabʌ 
175 two men stand (kʰinimɑ) ɑlɛp tʰoɾbip ɑrɛp sɑɾkʰunum kinɪm aleⁱpʰ torʌbipʰ 
176 

three men 
stand 

ɑlɛp mɑno ɑlɛm sɑɾkʰunum kinɪm aleⁱpʰ bano torobip 
177 the man goes (kʰinimɑ) unbɑ (kʰunum) une kinɪm unbʌ 
178 

the man went 
yesterday 

ɑmsɑno (kʰinim) unse kʰutim une amsino kinɪm unseⁱ 

179 
the man will go 
tomorrow 

ɑmsɑno kʰinim uno kʰɑpɑ ɑmso kʰutim uno kobe amsino kinɪm unogabʌ 
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180 
the man eats 
the yam29 

ɡuŋɡ wɑn wɑnbɑ wɑnin wɑnbe kʰinɪm imɛn wanbʌ 

181 
the man ate the 
yam yesterday 

ɑmsɑno ɡuŋɡ wɑn wɑnesi ɑmsin ɡu wɑnese amsino imɛn wane seⁱkʰobʌ 

182 
the man will eat 
the yam 
tomorrow 

ɑmsɑno ɡuŋɡ wɑn wɑno 
kʰɑbɑ ɑmso kotim wɑn wɑno kobe amsino imɛn wananogabʌ 

183 
the man hit the 
dog 

weŋɡ ɡulul (lo) ɑmɑlip kʰuɾum mɑn ɑbe kʰinɪm mʌkʰ maⁱjan faᵘbʌ 

184 
the man didn't 
hit the dog 

weŋɡ mɑkʰ boɾin doɣoi 
ɑmɑlip kʰinum mɑn be ɑmin bɑ kʰinɪm mʌkʰ maⁱjan 

faᵘminbaⁱjo 
185 

the big man hit 
the little dog 

kʰinim ɑmsun ɑtʰɑ mɑn 
kʰɑtikʰ fɑoba 

kʰunum ɑmsun mɑn kɑtik 
ɑminbɑ 

kʰinɪm dugum maⁱjan katik 
faubʌkʰo 

186 
the man gave 
the dog to the 
boy 

kʰinim ɑmsun ɑtʰɑ mɑn 
kʰɑtʰikʰ fɑgoɾɑpsɑ 

mɑn foɣoluko ten mɑk duɾip 
se 

kʰinɪm mʌk maⁱjan man katik 
daᵘɾʌlon 

187 
the man hit the 
dog and went 

kʰinim mɑtɑ mɑn ɑnkɑbiɾɑ 
unɑkʰo kʰuɾum mɑn feime ɑki unɑkɑ kʰinɪm mʌk maⁱjan anti 

sagʌbʌ 

188 
the man hit the 
dog when the 
boy went 

mɑn nɛɾ ɑtɑ mɑn ɑnkɑbiɾɑ 
unɑkʰo kʰulum be uneki mɑn ɑmɑkɑ mʌn katik unʌ kinɪm mʌk 

maⁱjan ataubʌnʌ 

189 
the man hit the 
dog and it went 

kʰinim ɑtɑ mɑn ɑnkɑbiɾɑ 
unɑkʰo 

kʰulum be mɑn ɑmeki mɑn be 
unɑkɑ 

kinɪm mʌk maⁱjan fauma sagʌ 
beⁱbʌ 

190 
the man shot 
and ate the pig 

kʰinim kuŋ ɑnku wɑnɑkʰo kʰuɾum bɑ koŋ ɑmkɑbi 
somɑɾe koŋ be wɑnbɑkɑ 

kʌmʌneⁱ kinɛm mʌk koŋ ambi 
wanʌnubʌko 

 

E.3 From Akalu, Sengen and Fagobip (all Bimin) 
    Akalu (Bimin) Sengen (Bimin) Fagobiw (Bimin) 
1 head kak bom kak 
2 hair kon kon kon 
3 mouth bontem bontem bontem 
4 nose mutum mutum mitum 
5 eye kiin kiin kiin 
6 neck gatak atak atak 
7 belly kumun kumun kumun 
8 skin kal kal kal 
9 knee katin katin katin 
10 ear kalun kialun kenuŋ 
11 tongue fooŋ faloŋ foloŋ 
12 tooth niŋ kail keil 
13 breast non muk non 
14 hand teiŋ teiŋ teiŋ 
15 foot yan yan yan 
16 back mul kun mol kun mul kun 
17 shoulder kiŋ keiŋ kiiŋ 
18 forehead yabal ibal ibal 
19 chin maŋat     
20 elbow kimin kimin kimin 
21 thumb auk auk auk 
22 leg yan yan yan 
23 heart ibolow ibolow imnow 

                                                 
29 In 180, 181, and 182, taro is substituted for yam in the Lowbip wordlist. 
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24 liver wam waam waaŋ 
25 bone kun kun kun 
26 blood kaim kaim kaim 
27 baby aul beliw aul beliw aul beliw 
28 girl waneŋ aul waneŋ aul waneŋ aul 
29 boy kunum aul kinum aul kinum aul 
30 old woman waneŋ fasel wanaŋ fasel waneŋ fasel 
31 old man kunum fasel kunum fasel kinum fasel 
32 woman waneŋ waneŋ waneŋ 
33 man kunum kinum kinum 

34a father (my)       
34b father (his) alew alew alew 
35 mother auk auk auk 
36 brother fik fik fik 
37 sister en yen yen 
38 name wiin wiin wiin 
39 bird awon aon aon 
40 dog mian maan maan 
41 pig kaiŋ koŋ koŋ 
42 cassowary bia bia bia 
43 wallaby otom watom watom 
44 flying fox siŋam siŋam siŋam 
45 rat telmin telmin telmin 
46 frog kol sat kol 
47 snake sokyan feim femkon 
48 fish takam takam wasat 
49 person kawtiw kawtiw kawtiw 
50 he sits teinbe teinbe teinbe 
51 he stands mobe mobe mobe 
52 he lies down akalbe akalbe akalbe 
53 he sleeps akalbe akalbe akalbe 
54 he walks unbe unbe unbe 
55 

the dog bites 
the man 

mian kunum wanbe maan kinum fulbe maan kinum wanbe 
56 he eats wanbe wanbe wanbe 
57 

he gives it to 
me 

duneme duneme duneme 
58 he sees atebe ateme ateme 
59 he comes telbe telbe telbe 
60 he says bokole bokole bokole 
61 he hears kilile kilile kilile 
62 he knows kal kele kal kele kal kele 
63 he drinks wanbe wanbe wanbe 
64 he hits abe     
65 he kills ale ale ale 
66 he dies kuane kuane kuane 
67 it burns ailbe ailbe eilbe 
68 it flies bil so unbe bil unbe yamkakabe 
69 he swims ok tem unbe     
70 he runs yako unbe     
71 he falls down kumine kumine kumine 
72 he catches aulbe     
73 he coughs konin kebe kuanin kolbe konin kebe 
74 he laughs abeŋgile abaŋgile abeŋgile 
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75 he dances wibe wiibe wibe 
76 big fian fian fian 
77 small foŋ foŋ foŋ 
78 good ken ken ken 
79 bad wa wa wa 
80 long tiakim tiakim tiakim 
81 short sukum sukum sukum 
82 heavy ilum ilum ilum 
83 light foŋ foŋam foŋam 
84 cold gilil gis gis 
85 hot mamin memin mamin 
86 new kikis kikis kikis 
87 old tulum     
88 round       
89 wet siŋgel woknam wokkut 
90 dry tiow ŋietnam tiow 
91 full wene weine niek 
92 road deiw deiw deiw 
93 stone tum tum tum 

94a 
earth (mud, 
dirt) 

      

94b 
earth (in a 
garden) 

kain kain kain 
95 sand dilin dilin dilin 
96 mountain amgu amgu amŋu 
97 fire weiŋ weiŋ weiŋ 
98 smoke deik deik deik 
99 ashes kutew kutew kutew 

100 sun ataan ataan aatan 
101 moon kayow kayow kayow 
102 star fial miilum fial 
103 cloud yukam iiw yuk 
104 rain suuk suk suk 
105 wind inim alul ŋalul 
106 water ok wok wok 
107 vine sok teik sok 
108 tree ais eis eis 
109 stick kauŋ     
110 bark kal kal kal 
111 seed dem diŋ dem 
112 root kimkim kimkim kimkim 
113 leaf kon kon kon 
114 meat samal ? samal ? samal 
115 fat tugul tukul tugul 
116 egg win wiin win 
117 louse kim kiim kim 
118 feather kalim kalim kalim 
119 horn       
120 wing bel bel bel 
121 claw sigal yan sigal 
122 tail moŋom moŋom moŋom 
123a one       
123b one auk auk auk 
124a two       
124b two auk teben auk teben auk teben 
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125 three yemamas yamamas yanamas 
126 four ketket teben kayet teben katket teben 
127 five ketket katket katket 
128 ten kiŋ kiiŋ kiiŋ 
129 taro yemen yemen imen 
130 sugarcane mokol mogol mokol 
131 yam wan wan wan 
132 banana sum welem sum 
133 sweet potato soul soul soul 
134 bean bokow bokow bakow 
135 axe sek ila sek 
136 knife sakam daŋ     
137 arrow on won on 
138 net bag men men men 
139 house am am am 
140 tobacco suk suuk souk 
141 morning kutim kutim kutim 
142 afternoon kuine kuine kuine 
143a night (night time)       
143b 

night (dark, as 
in a cave) 

kutiliw kutiliw kutiliw 
144 yesterday sin sin sin 
145 tomorrow sow sow sow 
146a white (cloud) kais kais kais 
146b white (pig)       
146c white (?)       
147 black mikil bok mikil 
148 yellow kow katak katak 
149 red kafiŋ kaimfiŋ kambiŋ 
150 green       
151 many banso ninil banso 
152 all alikum alikom alikom 
153 this       
154 that       
155 what? nimtew niimtew nimtew 
156 who? kante kante kante 
157 when? nomin diŋ nomin diŋ nomin diŋ 
158 where? nal nal nam 
159 yes no fein fein 
160 no ba ba ba 
161 not #-inba #-inba #-inba 
162 I ne     
163 you (singular) ku ku ko 
164 he e e e 
165 

we two 
(exclusive) 

      
166 you two       
167 they two       
168 we (exclusive) nu     
169 you (plural) yu yo yu 
170 they  i yokal i 
171 he is hungry tewso teiwso tewso 
172 

he eats sugar 
cane 

mokol wanbe mogol wanbe mokol wonbe 
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